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Around
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No one could argue about the
weather yesterday. Delightful is
the word.
We go with wife over to the
Land Between the Lakes to view
the varicolored foliage and drive
on south to the Buffalo range.
About thirty of these creatures
were feeding in the thick grass on
the range. The American Bison
holds a prominent niche in
American history since this
animal was the mainstay of the
American Indian. He used nearly
every part of this beast for food,
clothing, and shelter.
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The white man decimated the
hugh herds, taking only the
choice parts to eat, leaving the
huge bulk of the animal to rot in
the sun.
Fortunately the Bison is on the
comeback and many herds are
scattered over the nation. We
counted about thirty on the
Buffalso Range and we notice
that Opryland near Nashville has
a herd of eight.
If we had a farm with plenty of
grazing land, we believe we
would get a couple of Buffalo, just
for the heck of it.
Better enjoy this weather,
however, because when it turns
bad, it will do so quickly.

Martha Lee Wardlow, 31, and
her children, 4-month-old
Robert, Johnny, 8, Ella May, 8,
011ie, 6, Sara May, 4 and Sara
Lee 3, were found in the rubble
of the house.
husband,
Mrs. Wardlow's
Willie, 42, was not at home
when the fire broke out.
Hampton, Va., four
In
persons died when flames
engulfed their split-level home.
The dead were identified as
Paul R. Moore Sr., his wife,
son,
Anunie Bell, 47, a
Carolton, 28, and a daughter,
James H. Shelton was elected Joy Lee, 16.
president of Camp 591 of the Los Angeles Fire Department
Woodmen of the World at the investigators were investigating
meeting held Thursday evening
(Continued on Page Ten)
at the WOW Hall.
Other officers named were
Trellis Seaford, vice-president;
Allen Rose, treasurer; L.C.
Hendon, secretary.
Aubrey Willoughby was named
as chairman of the trustees to
The J.N. William chapter of the
serve with Burman Parker and United Daughters of the ConfedMichael K.
Glenn Wooden.
eracy will meet in the ComHendon is escort, Clarence
munity Room of the Murray
Wilmot
Horton is watchman,
Federal Savings and Loan
Pegl Cothran is sentry, and
Association, 7th and Main
Harold Douglas is past president.
Wednesday,
on
Streets,
Aubrey
are
Various chairmen
November 17, at 12 noon.
Willoughby, scrapbook, L.C. Mrs. John Livesay will present
Hendon, flowers, and Trellis
the program on "Southern
Seaford, food and refreshments.
Recipes and Remedies".
James A. Parker is building
Hostesses will be Mrs. W.Z.
manager.
Carter, Miss Mary Williams
The Camp meets each second Mrs. Hess Crossland, and Miss
Thursday night each month in the Cappie Beale.
Woodmen Hall.

James H. Shelton
Elected President
Of Camp 591 WOW

UDC Chapter Meets
Here Wednesday

The Girl Scouts of Troop 1119, Panorama Shores, are shown making yo-yo dolls for their Christmas
service project. The girls are alsp planning to make a food basket for a needy family. Left to right:
Mary Wagoner, Minds Hurt, Ctels Chancey, Beverly McKinney, Margaret Woods, Mrs. Marjorie
Wagoner. leader. Sharon MclUalry, Rhonda Garland, Cindy Outland, Mrs. John Brunschwyler, eoleader, Mary Kay Bonner, Kimberly Johnson and Debbie Chadwick.
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A large amount of hard narcotics, Top Value Stamps, and
money was stolen from the
Begley Drug Store in the Central
Shopping Center last night, according to the personnel of the
store and the Murray Police
Department.
The breakin was dicovered this
morning about 2:30 by the
Murray Police while they were on
petrol duty. Entry was gained by
tearing down the back door of the
drug store, personnel of the store
said. The breakin occurred
sometime after the store closed
at seven p.m. on Sunday.
Taken from the drug store were
hard narcotics including demerol
and codeine which were in a
locked drawer, about $700.00 in
Top Value stamps, $400.00 in
assorted bills, $100.00 in silver
roolls, one green Bank of Murray

money bag with No. 186 on the
side, and numerous cigarettes,
according to the police report.
The City Police i continuing
with the investigation today.
The cigarette machines at
Franklin, Richmond, and Hart
Hall dormitories were also
broken into over the weekend and
approximately $300.00 taken,
according to the police report

Youth Fellowship
To Meet Thursday
The Murray Sub-District
Youth
Methodist
United
Fellowship will have its monthly
meeting at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church on
Thursday,November 18, at seven
p.m.
All members of the fellowship
in the various churches are urged
to attend.

Persons Injured
In Auto Accidents
Traffic Collisions
----is
James Davis of Lynn Grove
listed in satisfactory condition
Investigated Here
this morning by officials of the
County Murray -Calloway County
Calloway
The
the Education Association met Hospital where he was admitted Over The Weekend
Internationals Are
Guest Speakers At
Calloway Meeting

The Murray Neighborhood Girl volunteers working with
Scout Fund Drive will be coa- oops who serve in the capacity
ducted November 15 through 27. of leaders and assistant leaders;
tranAll citizens of Calloway County cookie,
telephone,
will have the opportunity to sportation, refreshment, troop
contribute to this most wor- organization and neighborhood
thwhile organization.
chairmen.
Girl Scouting offers a carefully
Girl Scouts learn the imbalanced program designed for
portance of working together to
girls between the ages of seven
achieve the goal of making their
and seventeen. This program is
a better place in
community
administered through the efforts
Some of the
which to live
and leadership of the Girl Scouts'
community services the Murray
mothers and other interested
Girl Scouts have performed are:
volunteers who work with the
Painted and donated trash
Individual troops.
barrels to the City Park; visited
Calloway County has 242 Girl local nursing homes and
Scouts belonging to 16 different presented gifts to the patients;
troops. There are 100 adult sang Christmas carols for shutins; wrote letters and thank-you
notes for the elderly; served as

Thursday at four p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
Three members of the International Student Group from
University
State
Murray
presented the program. They
were Juba Nutyuirta of Finland,
S.V. Saraswat of India, and
Mohamed Hassas of Iran. Each
the
about
told
student
educational system and policies
in their respective countries.
The Faxon teachers served
refreshments.

on Friday at 8:20 p.m. after being
injured in an automobile accident.
Davis, age 46,`suffered an injurY of the back, according to
hospital officials.
Another person, injured in an
automobile accident, was treated
at the emergency room on
David
Sunday at 4:35 p.m.
Jackson,age 16, of Murray Route
Two sustained an abrasion of the
left shoulder, hospital officials
said.

Two traffic accident reports
were filed by the officers of the
Murray Police Department on
Saturday and Sunday. No injuries
were listed on either report.
Cars involved in the collision at
A group of business men want
6:45 p.m. Sunday were a 1972
to sponsor a trip to the moon.
Buick two door driven by Allen
They figure on bringing back 500
Lockhart Reid of Owensboro,
pounds of moon rocks, make them
now of 1400 Main Street, Murray,
into mementos and sell them for
and a 1965 Ford two door driven
about half the price of diamonds
by Byron S. Jones of Metropolis,
The trip would cost $.350 million
now of Shady Oaks Trailer
tears
with
runway
the
long
Tawny-haired Helen Clare
but selling the rocks would bring
Murray.
Court,
to
face
her
earning down
la 000 million, so they figure the Wiliiams of Lexington has to cknow ledge a standing ovation
Police said both cars were
the
about
believe the old adage
cost would be worth it.
going north on South 12th Street
om a crowd of about 1,000
third time being the charm.
when Reid stopped for the traffic
le.
By the way we noted many She won the Miss Murray State
at Main Street. Jones failed
light
the
carry
to
Besides the right
people driving very fast in the crown Saturday night on her
to stop in time to avoid hitting the
into the
banner
State
Murray
LBL. We could see no sense in third attempt.
Reid car in the rear end, acPageant, the 21But she used plenty of charm of Miss Kentucky
this, since if there ever was a
to the police report.
cording
of
daughter
eyed
ld hazel(Continued on Page Ten)
place where you would like to her own to become the coed who year-o
Nationalists brought criticism
Damage to the Buick was on
Williams
L.
Martin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
D.
By
H.
QUIGG
will represent the university next
drive slowly, the LEI. is it.
from the White House and calls in the rear bumper and to the Ford
scholarship, a
UNITED NATIONS (UP!)— the U. S. Congress for a cutback on the hood, grill, bumper, and
June in the Miss Kentucky also won a $300
ht persons were
Twenty-eig
prizes.
other
Communist China took its seat in in American support for the radiator.
Pageant in Louisville. She had wardrobe and
cited by the officers of the
A 5-6, 110-pound senior
the United Nations today, United Nations.
finished as first runnerup and
on
Department
Police
Murray
Second and Spruce Streets was
education major,
welcomed by nations from every Since the arrival of the the scene of the collision on
third runnerup in two previous elementary
and Sunday.
Saturday
title
the
assumed
Miss Williams
tries.
A special beginners' bridge region of the world.
The citations were as follows .
Chinese delegation last week, the Saturday between a 1966 Chrysler
year by Angela
Chosen from a field of 18 held for the past
for the women of the Oaks Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao U.S. reception has been cordial four door sedan driven by Golden
insession
while
driving
for
Four
The Murray State University contestants by a panel of three Humphrey of Rumsey, a
toxicated; five for public Country Club will start Wed- Kuan-hua led the Chinese but U. S. Ambassador George Dillard of 215 Spruce Street,
Chamber Symphony, an in- judges, she clutched a bouquet of sophomore drama major who
s and disorderly nesday, November 17, at 12:30 delegation into the world body at Bush was not among the speakers Murray, and a 1963 Volkswagen
drunkennes
in
finalists
strumental ensemble of twenty red roses and a silver cup and finished among the 10
a special session of the U.N. scheduled to welcome the two door sedan driven by Renee
public p.m. at the club.
for
six
conduct;
(Continued on Page Ten)
players, will present a program took the traditional winner's walk
General Assembly called to Chinese today.
Bonnie Story, women's
; five for Megal
drunkenness
Denise Ballard of Kirksey Route
of music drawn from the Baroque
of
members
welcome them.
other
said
chairman,
for
four
mark of public One.
only
alcohol;
of
The
possession
and Classical periods on
drinking beer in public; one for the club will be present to teach The first item on the agenda disapproval the Chinese have
Police said the Ballard car was
November 17, at 8:00 p.m. in the
to be met so far, however, was a
public drunkenness and illegal those interested in learning to afterwards was scheduled
stopped at the stop sign on Second
Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
debate on a Soviet proposal for a demonstration by about 500 anti- Street. Dillard was making a
possession of alcohol; one for no play bridge.
Fine Arts Building.
from right turn from Spruce onto
The regular bridge session will world disarmament conference, Communist Chinese
one for
license;
operator's
This unique ensemble of strings
which
Chinatown outside their hotel on Second and hit the rear left
disregarding a stop sign; one for be held at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday one of the major questions
and winds is made up of students
with Essie Caldwell as hostess. was awaiting the participation of
shoplifting at Big K.
fender of the Ballard car, acand faculty, and is conducted by
the Chinese.
Chiao, a tall, imposing man cording to the police report.
H.L. Blair, a member of the
drove
delegation
Chinese
The
with an impressive list of
to the Chrysler was on
music faculty since 1965.
from the Roosevelt Hotel in diplomatic jobs behind him, Damage
fender and to the
on
the
Selections featured
midtown Manhattan to the occupied the same place in the the left front
on the left rear
Volkswagen
program will be an early symthe
of
s
headquarter
skyscraper
(Continued on Page Ten)
fender
phony by J.C. Bach and the
United Nations a short distance
music
Nacht
Kleine
famous Eine
away on the East River three
of Mogart.
weeks to the day after the same
The public is cordially invited
assembly delegates voted to
to hear this program of early
admit the Communists and
orchestral music, and there is no
simultaneously expel the Chinese
admission fee.
Nationalists.
own
The Home Town Clean-Up Day begun cleaning up their
The jubilation of some U.N.
to be held this Saturday will be backyards and spotting areas of
of up to $27,600.
delegates at the defeat of months- WASHINGTON (UPI) —The incomes
preceeded by a week of cleaning the city that need work done and
offered by Sen.
The
proposal,
give
to
today
States
voted
Senate
United
long efforts by the
up Murray.
trash collected. A call to any
of the middle-class couples a tax John V. Tunney, D-Calif., was
expulsion
the
prevent
to
Citizens and students have member of the Women's Club
deduction covering up to $4,800 favored by Women's Liberation
already begun various projects in Home Department will help ease
The International Reading
of the cost of hiring someone to groups. They argue it is unfair
Nurses To Meet
Murray
the
situations.
with
such
cooperation
Wedmeet
Association will
look after their children under to allow businessmen to deduct
Women's Club project.
At Murray State University, Thursday Night
nesday, November 17, at four
14 while both husband and wife the cost of wining and dining
Over the week-end, a group of the sororities are competing in a
customers while working wives
out working.
p.m. at the Austin School
are
persons kicked off poster contest which will em- District 13 of the Kentucky
interested
deduct the cost of hiring
cannot
24.
to
59
was
building.
The vote
clean-up week by removing an phasize Home Town Clean-Up Nurses Associ ation will have its
Approved over administration someone to babysit while they
Mrs. Margaret Franklin will
old house from its premises Day, while other clubs and annual meeting Thursday, opposition was an amendment are at work
present the program, "Reading
behind Memorial Baptist Church. organizations are going to help November 18, at 6;30 p.m. at the to President Nixon's tax bill Treasury Department opposiwill
She
Areas".
in the Content
Other citizens have already with the trash collecting on Captain's Kitchen on Highway allowing the full deduction for tion was based on the estimate
her
be assisted by members of
Saturday.
641 North.
fifth grade class.
couples who have a joint that the new tax deduction
Area high school students are Officers for the coming year income of up to $18,000. A would cost the government $250
preparing speeches, writing will be eleeted and various smaller deduction would be million a year in reduced tax
essays, and creating artwork committees will be appointed.
available to those with joint revenues.
related to this project. Winners A film, "The Involved Ones,"
(Continued on Page Ten)
The Christian Social Concerns will be announced in all events will be shown and each person
PRESCHOOL MEETING
entries present will receive a gift
KENTUCKY: Generally fair
Committee will bold its monthly later in the week with
Dr. William Emener, coorthrough Tuesday with warm days
meeting on Tuesday, November being displayed throughout the package from Schering Drug
of
Vocational
dinator
Company.
and mild nights. Highs today and
16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Douglas city.
Rehabilitation Service at Murray
Anyone who wants to help pick Convention highlights and the
Tuesday in the 705. Low tonight
Conununity Center.
The Music Department of the State University, will be the
mid 40s East to upper 508 West.
Among the topics to be up litter Saturday is urged to go implications for nurses in
Murray
Woman's Club will meet speaker at the meeting of St.
a
registers
lexington
sA
of
ation
•
WZr-scus
Williams
13
will
District
disc sed
a
THE MOMENT Helen Clare
teoutillhed on Page Ten)
Extended Outlook
members of urged to attend the Tuesday, November 16, at 7:30 Leo's Cooperative Preschool
the role of in'
combination of happiness and disbelief as her celectIon cy Mega
parents on Tuesday, November
p.m. in the clubhouse.
The extended
Kentucky:
meeting.
HUB CAPS STOLEN
Nturras State is announced. She was chosen from a field of 18 corpora • on in organization such
Hostesses for the meeting will 16, at seven p.m. at Gleason Hall,
outlook for Wednesday through contestants Saturday night. Nos. 13, to represent the university in as CSCC, and other current
Ellen Panish of Murray Route A short board meeting will
be Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, Mrs. North 12th Street. He will be
Friday shows a slight chlince of the Miss Kentucky Pageant next spring. Miss Williams was the community issues.
Two said two wire spoke hub caps follow the regular meeting.
Sam Knight, Mrs. William speaking on Altering Methods of
showers, mainly in the extreme first runnerup last year sort the third runnerup the year before in
All citizens who wish to discuss were stolen off her 1969 Plymouth
The group has
Porter, Mrs. Donald Burchfield, Behaviour".
west and north portions Thursday the Miss Murray State competition She is a 21-year-old senior and deal with community con- while parked at Johnson's
FREE KITTENS
Mrs. Keith Hays, Mrs. C.C. extended a special invitation to
Continued un- elementary education majro and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. cerns on a person-to-person bests Grocery, according to the report
and Friday.
Four kittens, about two months
Lowry, and Mrs. James Rudy the fathert and anyone inlerested
seascinably mild with lows from Martin L. Williams
are invited to attend; a made to the Murray. Police
, aftrTree 150i-gtre for pas. In the cooperative preschool.
mid 40s to mid 50s and highs in
Allbritten.
Sunday
m
p
355
at
spokesman said
Department
For information call 753-1202.
the RN and loii-703.

Lexington Coed Named
Miss Murray State U.

Several Persons
Cited By Police

Council
ill meet
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n of the
Council
attend.
review
a ms and
wish the
rograins
1 of their
d.
sted in
uncil are
epresen-
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By United Press International
Fires struck homes and
apartment buildings in six
cities Sunday, claiming the
lives of at least 24 persons,
many of them children.
Flames ravaged a six-room
frame house in Guntown, Miss.,
killing a mother and six of her
children. The bodies of Mrs.
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In Our 92nd Year

Peking Government Takes
Seat In United Nations

Beginners' Bridge
Session At Oaks

Chamber Symphony
Presents Program

Senate Votes Deduction
For Baby-Sitting Service

Reading Group To
Meet At Austin

The Weather

Concerns Committee
Meets At Douglas

Music Department
To Meet Tuesday
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for snowmobile sales
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By JEFF USHING
Copley NewI$ervtce
When they first came out in
force several years ago,
snowmobiles were considered
by outdoors enthusiasts as the
greatest invention since the
snowplow.
For the first time guys who
spent their time climbing over
hills in dune buggies or
motorcycles could now extend
their outdoor roving over a full
12 months. Hunters now could
climb on a snowmobile and get
to where the action was with
little effort.
The snowmobile manufacturers went wild. Almost
overnight manufacturers in the
United States and Canada were

The Outstanding Civic Alset of a Community
is the Integrity of ills Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER 0 TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Larry Durham, 18, Murray State College
student from Central City, who died November 13 from a fracture
of the skull at the MSC swimming pool, and Mrs. Nellie Pigue,
age 79, who died November 14 at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Sanders Miller of Murray Route Four.
Hamp Wiggins Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brooks, won
the state talk meet contest at the Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Max Galloway of Lithe Rock, "Ark., are the
parents of a baby boy born November 6. Mrs. Zelda Galloway of
Murray is the paternal grandmother.
Ray Charles an internationally known musician, will appear at
the Carr Health Building at Murray State College on November
16.

Pot rarely
leads to heroin,
study group says

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES FILE

Mrs. Mary Lemons died November 13 at her home near Bell
City. She was 63.
Tornadoes struck in Kentucky and other surrounding states on
November 13. Benn Starr of Gilbertsville was killed when a large
timber ripped from a garage, careened through the side of the
house, and struck Starr.
Mrs. John Ryan spoke on her trip to France at the meeting of
the Murray High Chapter of the FHA.
Yandal Wrather, soil conservationist, has been presented a
special honor for his work with farmers in planning and
establishing of conservation practices.

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 15, 1971

Hospital Report
November 10, 1971
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 7

Wall Street Production To
Chatter Be Held On
Three Days

CHICAGO (UPI)
Marijuana smokers rarely graduate to heroin use but often experiment with
stronger psychedelic drugs,
according to a study released in the current edition of the Journal of the
American Medical Assn
The study said only 6
per cent of 106 male marijuana users reported experimenting with heroin or
morphine However, it said
nearly three-quarters of the
pot smokers had taken psychedelic drugs such as LSD
and mescaline.
The study said 27 per
cent of the pot users reported
smoking
opium—
generally 10 times or tewer. All 106 denied having
developed any physical or
psychological
dependency
on the opiate drugs.
Sixty per cent of the subjects reported the use of
amphetamines, mostly in
"cramnung" for examinations or meeting deadlines,
while 47 per cent reported
using tranquilizers and 44
per cent said they used
barbiturates

NEW YORK (UPI)—New
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
money coining into the stock
DISMISSALS
market during the next few
The fall production of Murray
Sammie Ray Atkins, Box 126,
months most lately will favor State University Readers'
Hardin, Mrs. Novie Hale, 635
the old-line blue chips, Hopping, Theatre, "The Prime of Miss
Murray Court, Murray, Roger
Watson, Inc. says. These stocks Jean Brodie" by Jay Presson,
Melton,
Dale
907 Vine, Murray,
are most likely to appeal to will include two students from the
Lendon Slyvester Nance, Rt. 6,
conservative overseas investors Murray area.
Murray, Master John Darden
The wages of sin is death—Romans 6:23.
and to institutions which have
Slated for November 18, 19, and
16th,
Hassell,
502
S.
Murray, Mrs.
How foolish to work for such tragic remuneration
lost their taste for speculatives 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the University
Martha Sue Barnett. Box 1(1,!
during the past few years, the School Auditorium, the drama is
Hazel, Robert Clinton Ward, 112
firm adds.
adapted from the novel by Muriel
S. 10th St., Murray, Miss Patricia
Spark. Miss Brodie's teaching
Ann Mitchuson, Rt. 1. Hardin,
The divergence of investment philosophy was -Give me a girl
. Ruby Tennessee Jewell,
confidence above consumer at an impressionable age and she
by Carl Riblet Jr.
1510 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
confidence points to a signifi- is mine for life." The play deals
Amy Martin Brummitt, 509 Park
The various municipal and state governments Si, Paris, Tenn., Miss Janice cantly lower level of stock with her influence on her
insist they are working might and main to put teeth Ann Rowlett, 1309 P Poplar St., prices "once the rally effort students, and four girls in parwith which the market has been ticular.
Murray,Mrs. Mary Ann Nuciforo
in laws against pollution. False teeth, no doubt.
wrestling since Nov 2 has run
One of the girls' parts is being
and Baby Bee, r Orchard "Never show your teeth unless you can bite."
Its short conrse," the Janeway read
by Mrs. Carolyn McHeights, Murray, Mrs. Rosie
Service says. Meanwhile, the
—Scottish Proverb
Cracken of Route 2, Hazel. She is
Jane Rudolph, Rt. 1, Hardin.
The Almanac
question of how labor will deal
a senior English major.
with Phase Two is still the
By United Press International
November 9, 1971
The part of a reporter is read
STOOL PIGEON
decisive reason for the contiToday is Monday, Nov. 15
by Ernie Williams, a senior preADULTS
99
nued drag in the econorm
law major. He is the son of the 319th day of 1971.
FLINT, Mich. I UPI) —Joseph NURSERY 8
according to Janeway
The moon is between its last
Wayne Williams of 307 12th St.
Emrick found a pot pusher
Directed by Judy Medford of quarter and new phase.
among his racing pigeons at NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The market is currently
The morning star is Saturn
PRINCETON,KY.!UPI(—The feeding time and had his wife
Dallas, Texas, in partial
DISMISSALS
highly
unpredictable, being fulfillment
Caldwell County Grand Jury has call police right away.
The evening stars are Mercuof
graduate
work,
the
Thomas Earl B Blevins, 2306 dominated by psychological
ignored charges by William E.
Thomas Ave., Louisville, Mrs. rather than fundamental or production is supervised by Mrs. ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
surprised,"
real
"They
were
Smith, the defeated American
Those born on this day are
Edith Louise Bray, 306 S. 3rd technical factors. E. F. Hutton Polly Zanetta, speech instructor.
Party candidate for Governor, his wife, Patricia Sadi. '!This is Murray,
under
the sign of Scorpio.
effort
speech
joint
the
A
of
Miss
Rosemary dr Co. says. This is the type of
that the state motor tran- a new way to carry the stuff." Globetti,
British astronomer William
1814 Sherrie Lane, market atmosphere which his- department and Pi Phi Delta,
sportation department condones Mrs. Emrick said the stray, a Murray,
Steven Charles Bower, torically precedes or accompa- honorary interpretation Herschel was born Nov. 15,
widespread violations of state common barn pigeon, had a Rm
201 Hart Hall MSU, nies important turning points, it fraternity, Readers Theatre 1783.
(nicking laws in Western Ken- note and a small rolled packet Murray,
On this day in history:
holds several productions each
Mrs. Juanita Louise adds.
tucky.
In 1492 the first recorded
Admission for this
year.
attached to its leg. On the note Moss, 705 Sycamore St., Murray,
production is fifty cents per reference to tobacco was made
-. In its final report Friday, the were drawn two smiling faces Mrs. Donna Fay Cobb and Baby CONVICTED EXEC QUITE
by Christopher Columbus, notperson.
"Enjoy."
advice:
the
and
Girl, 501 S. 7th, Murray, Mrs.
jury said, "We do not feel this
NEW YORK (UPI) —Irving
ing in his journal the use of it
'body should make any findings or Suspected marijuana was found Doris Virginia Keel and Baby Kahn, who was convicted of
by the Indians he had found in
MEXICO CITY'S RATS
Girl, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn bribery and perjury in
recommendations based on the inside the packet.
a
the New World
MEXICO
CITY
(UPI)
—
Faye
McClure,
318 N. 7th, Johnstown, Pa., cable television
evidence presented."
Police took the suspected
There are almost as many rats In 1806 explorer Zebulon Pike
Murray, Mrs. Hortense Bailey,
Smith, a Princeton in- marijuana but left the pigeon Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. scandal, resigned Friday as as people in Mexico City, sighted the Rocky Mountain
chairman and chief executive of according to Health Secretary peak that bears his name.
;suranceman, appeared before behind.
Mary Magdalene Steele, Rt. 7,
Jorge Jimenez Cantu. He In 1920 the first assembly of
:the grand jury for four hours to Mrs. Emrick, who took up Murray, Mrs. Lucy Josephine Teleprompter, Corp.
The board of directors, estimated the rat population of the League of Nations was
-elaborate on his charges.
pigeon racing when she mar- Lee, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Sarah
He said he would ask the FBI to ried her husband 17 years ago, Annie Wyatt, 504 N. 5th, Murray, however, said it asked Kahn to th capital as six million against called to order in Geneva,
investigate his allegations, but said whoever attached the Mrs. Matte Murrell Burkeen, Rt. continue as a full time employe 8.5 million people. The official Switzerland.
added that he did not feel it would packet to the stray should know 1, Almo, Leon Wilson Farmer, of the company and said it also estimated that every rat In 1948 William Mackenzie
.be proper to publicly divulge the that the barn variety doesn't Rt. 5 Box 106, Murray, Louis Cleo believed both Kahn and the eats or does damage to the King retired as prime minister
specifics of his charges pending have very good homing in- Slusmeyer, 907 Gatesboro, company ultimately would be tune of 8 cents daily, costing of Canada after serving a
vindicated in the appellate total annual losses
of $160 record 21 years, five months
;further investigation.
stincts.
Murray.
courts
and five days.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Isn't It The Truth!

Grand Jury Ignores
Charges By Smith

Consumers ask truth in prescription drugs
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
.

Thi government hatinvoked a "truth
in lending" edict to be obeyed by those
who lend money to others as a business.
Why not a "truth in prescription
medicine" edict along the same lines"
The question is being asked across
the nation these days by consumer
groups as they learn at least 10 per cent
of serious illnesses are caused from the
damaging side effects of prescription
drugs.
What this country needs, according to
advocates of a "truth in prescription
medicine" rule, is the cooperation of
drug manufacturers and doctors to
- make certain patients know exactly
what they are swallowing
Dr Leonard J.' Savage, chairman of
the Los Angeles Chiropractic Society's
Council on Health and one of the driving
forces in the move toward "truth in
prescription medicine," says he
believes the Food and Drug Ad. ministration'already has the legal tools
to enforce what he calla an "informed
. consent" rule Dr Savage says it
would require doctors it. advise thedr
patients of each drug's content and its
side effects, hopefully through the
cooperation of drug manufacturers
It could be written in simple

Language, either on the medicine bottle
or a slip of paper to tell patients: (1)
what condition a drug is intended to
treat;( possible harmful side effects;
(3) illnesses for which the drug should
not be used for example, certain drugs
could be dangerous if used by diabetics
or ulcer victims.
Dr. Savage says he is trying to enlist
the support of the pharmaceutical
industry, national consumer groups,
the medical profession and the patients
themselves in encouraging the
government to adopt this proposal.
If the FDA should determine it lacks
the power to invoke a "truth in
prescription medicine" rule, Dr.
Savage plans to seek support for
federal legislation to make it mandatory.
"Most doctors, I believe, think it
takes too long to tell each patient what is in each prescribed drug," he says.
"One way to solve the problem would
be to put this information on the bonje
in simple, nontechnical Inriguage so Ow
patient will know what he or she is
taking.
"Some patients," Dr Savage concedes, "neglect to tell their doctors of
earlier illnesses. So the physician
doesn't always know whether he is
prescribing correctly for a patient.
"A printed description of a drug

would 1:e_ if -a-- and patients to advise
their doctors or previous illnesses if
they hadn't already done so."
Such a system, says Dr. Savage,
could save insurance companies and
drug firms from lawsuits and doctors
from malpractice charges.
In an interview, he cited some
examples:
"A patient with a history of diabetes
or ulcers often should not be given
cortisone. However, unless the doctor
either asks the patient if he has experienced either of these conditions, or
conducts a complete physical
examination, the presence of diabetes
or ulcers might go undetected.
"The patient would have the
prescription filled, use it as directed
and then perhaps experience iia.
desirable side effects," Dr. Savage
explains. "The reaction may vary from
a mild rash or stomach upset to a fatal
form of anemia."
His proposal would require that the
patient be advised of these conditions in
advance in writing and sign his
signature indicating he had read the
information.
The American Medical Association
has not yet taken an official position on
"informed consent" in prescription
drugs.
"The issue just now is beginning to

snowball," Dr. Savage emphasizes.
"They have a right to know."
He cites the case of a five-year-old
boy who was given daily cortisone shots
for six months to ease asthma attacks.
The had wound up the victim of
hallucinations as a result of the cortisone dosage.
This, Dr. Savage contends, was a
case of "therapeutic overkill" which
could have been prevented if the "truth
in prescription medicine" rule had been
invoked.

cranking our machines for
recreation-hungry customers.
The industry blossomed and
today snowmobiles account for
a good portion of recreational
vehicle sales.
But along with snowmobile
popularity has come sharp
criticism from gcolo
groups that charge_ tlte machines tear up the 'landscape,
endanger wildlife and in general ruin recreational activity
for everyone else in the snow
belt.
snowmobile
the
Now
manufacturers are taking a
different tack, this season
promoting safer, quieter
vehicles.
"All the speed and excitement is still there," points
out one manufacturer, "but
speed doesn't sell these days,
and safety does. So this year
we're selling safety."
Being promoted in the 1972
lineup are such items as crashpadded handlebars, large,
easy-to-see taillights and
headlights, improved
passenger cushioning, safety
enclosures for moving parts
and kill buttons that shut off
the engine if you let go of the
throttle.
Indicative of the new trends
in snowmobiling is the fact that
Bombardier Ltd. of Canada —
the largest of the manufacturers — will have no factory
race teams this season.
Instead, say Bombardier
spokesmen, the company will
channel funds previously used
for race promotions into such
fields as ecology and safety.
Bombardier markets the
highly successful Ski-Doo
series.
Virtually everyone is in the
snowmobile act these days.
Although the field has been cut
down by 15 manufacturers
from Last year, you will find
motorcycle
companies
( Yamaha), outboard motor
companies t Johnson-Evirrude,
Mercury), even department
stores (Sears) all vying for
customers in this very competitive field.
Most snowmobiles use twostroke engines' derived from
motorcycles or outboard
motors. In the past these
powerplants have been noisy
and smoky But through the use
of leaner oil-to-gas mixtures,
metered oil injection systems
and tuned exhausts, both the
noise and the smoke are
diminishing.
Less exhaust smoke has
largely been an industrysponsored move, but it was
Uncle Sam who insisted on
toning down the noise. As of
next March, all snowmobiles
except racing models must
come in at under 82 decibels.
For 1972, snowmobiles are
running anywhere from 6500 on
up to 61,800. Most models fall
into the 87(X) to $1,000 range
There is even a model for the
kiddies that putts along at 10
miles an hour and costs about
6250
Ft El. STOP: If you ride
your motorcycle frequently in
traffic, be sure to keep to one
side of your lane so you can see
the traffic up ahead and so
other vehicles can see you

Q. I have a 1967 Ford Country
A thought for today: Ameri- Squire station wagon with air
can actress Ethel Barrymore, conditioning and all power
after receiving applause for a
performance, said, 'That's all
N CANT
there is, there isn't any more."

:LAST 2 DAYS for Poster
REAGAN MEETS NIXON
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) *Giveaway. Grand Drawing:
—Gov. Ronald Reagan will fly •
to Washington Tuesday to meet • Tue. for Season Pass! •
with President Nixon and :The
1st Electric Western:
discuss his recent trip to the
Orient.
Reagan's office announced
Friday that the governor would
leave Washington after the
meeting to attend the RepubliVII Id,
can Governors' Conference in
Dr. Savage says there are millions of
7:15 & 9:15
patients in hospitals and thousands French Lick, Ind,
dead each year, victims of drug side
eik11141.1 fttb141
effects about which they were not NEW TENNIS SPONSOR
LONDON (UPI)—The Grand •TNF f51 ill THEIR CORN I ICICER •
forewarned.
He says some over-the-counter Prix Circuit of tennis will soon *CORN fl8 AN() miii ;
which
require
no have a new sponsor, the •SPIPit (H Nj /411IS
medicines
prescriptions are dangerous at well, International Lawn Tennis Fe- 4, IN )41? rur,
citing the recent claim of three Texas deration
announced
Friday
Physicians that common antacids on after the Pepsi Cola
Cal OR
company
drugstore shelves nearly double withdrew its sponsorship
of
the
stomach acids in persons with duodenal $200,000 circuit.
ulcers instead of helping them.
Though no official reason was • MARRY
NOVA.
Their study, presented to the given for the withdrawal,
•
Arderican College of Surgeons, also informed ILTF sources said it
• IrrvirITTAXEM
claimed common antacids may in- was because the American• frAigirrozNal
crease stomach acids in persons based company felt it had not •
without duodenal ulcers The latter received sufficient publicity for
• 7.45 and 9:15 Adults
ranks among the top 10 killer diseases. its capital outlay.
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accessories. My problem is
poor gas mileage. I have the
390-cubic-inch engine with a
four-barrel carburetor and
automatic'transmission. Can I
convert the engine to use a twobarrel carb and run on no-lead
or low-lead regular gas' —
A. D. J., California
A. Yes, you could switch over to
a two-barrel setup, but the cost
would
most
likely
be
prohibitive. You can figure on
around $200 for the conversion
and you can buy a lot of gas lotthat kind of cash. Even with the
smaller carburetor, you
probably would realize only a
gain of a mile or two per gallon
As for fuel, the only way you
will be able to run on low-lead
regular would be to lower the
compression ratio, another
costly exercise. And don't try
non-leaded gas; your engine
simply isn't designed for it.
*

Q. I am thinking about
purchasing an all-terrain
vehicle ( ATV ) because, as I
understand, it can be used year
round. I am a family man and
need something that can haul
my wife and youngster around
so a motorcycle is out Are
ATVs as popular as ever and
what should! look for when I'm
shopping? — J. L, Wisconsin
A. ATV sales are up, but the
rate of sales is tapering off
somewhat. These units are
used for everything from
hunting to fishing to racing.
Features to look for include
engine accessibility, climbing
ability, options and over-all
size. While ATVs were once
rather primitive affairs, the
new ones offer such luxuries as
electric starting, headlights,
padded
seats, abrasionresistant bodies. You can
probably get a good deal on a
used ATV if you shop around; a
lot Of people discover that an
ATV isn't exactly what they
wanted in the first place. One
point to consider is this: environmentalists are voicing
strong opposition to off-road
vehicles and some land has
already

been

declared

off

limits. The trend may well
continue.
If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News
Service, P. 0. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112.
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Ex-nun can't shake
'stigma' of past
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old ex-nun. I have been
out of the convent for two years and am now in my fourth
job. I do office work and am well trained for it, but here is
my probleffte When I am asked about myself, I have always
told the truth, and as soon as it is learned that I am a
former nun, I am viewed with curiosity, suspicion and in
some cases, contempt. The fact that I was a nun fascinates
people [especially men), and wherever I go, I am questioned about it. I would like to forget it, but once someone
knows, I am sunk.
I like this new job and want to stay. So far I haven't
mentioned my background. I don't want to lie, but I don't
want to pour out my life's story too soon because the truth
might prejudice people right off the bat. Can you advise
me?
EX-NUN
DEAR EX-NUN: Your problem is your excessive concern over what people will think about you when they learn
the truth. Don't try to second guess them. If they're "fascinated" with the fact that you were a nun, to what? That's
their problem. Don't make it yours.
DEAR ABBY: More than 25 years ago, I rescued two
battered, unwanted babies from a 20-year-old mother and a
cruel 22-year-old stepfather. The young mother tried to
force her mother to take them, but her mother had a large
family and refused to take on such an added burden. [The
boys were two and three at the time.]
Finally the young mother put them out, and told them
never to come back into that wretched little apartment over
someone's garage. When daftness fell, a neighbor told me
that these children were huddled on her back steps, like
abandoned puppies, dirty, hungry and asleep
I took the boys and asked their mother to let me keep
them and she agreed gladly with no more emotion than one
would show giving away some unwanted kittens She promised to make the break clean and to never contact them in
any way. The town was so bitter toward her and her husband, they left town.
The older boy has been a trial and heartbreak to us. I
took him to psychiatrists, and psychologists. They all told
me that his personality was damaged by his early mistreatment. He was hysterically nervous, a chronic bed-wetter,
prone to steal, and a victim . of screaming nightmares. He
spent ten months in a juvenile ward in a state psychiatric
Institution, which didn't seem to help him.
The younger boy did better, spending four years in the
Air Force. He married a nice little girl [I'll call Anna] and
While my husband and I were on
they moved in with us.
vacation a few months ago, their natural mother came to
town and locked the boys up. Anna became very friendly
with her, and now for the shocker: Anna and her husband
have just become parents of a baby girl, whom they named
for that woman! I was stunned, crushed and amazed.
We have signed notes for them, given them money, and
treated'them ail our own children Please ask a psychiatrist,
NUMB
why, why, WHY?
DEAR NUMB: Intensive psychological studies are necessary to determine what motivates people to behave as
they do. On the face of it. it's hard to believe that this
young couple didn't know how you would react, which leads
to the natural conclusion. They didn't care
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "ZOFTIG" IN ATLANTA, GA.: I
don't want to spoil your day. but your normal weight for the
rest of your life is what you weighed when you were 25
years old.

ldren 50'
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MAD,
MAD,

Sweaters stretch
to new role

Monday, November 15
Club will meet at the borne 0!
The Penny Homemakers Club Mrs. Baron Palmer at one p.m
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
ten a.m. with Mrs. Delia Graham
The WSCS of the Russell's
as hostess.
Chapel United Methodist Churct.
will meet at the church at 1'3U
Murray Chapter of Secretaries
p.m.
Association will meet in Room
By BETH MOHR
, bodice to a skirt in a contrast202 of the Educational Building, The J.N. Williams chapter of
Copley News Service
ing material.
Murray State University, at the United Daughters of the
seven p.m. for a tour of the Confederacy will meet at noon at
Sweaters have stretched
The complete knit is a cardibuilding and a talk by Mrs. the Community Room of the their fashion domain.
Long
Laverne Ryan.
Federal Savings and Loan popular members of separates gan lengthened into a coatdress, or a pullover taking a
Company, 7th and Main Streets,
The mission study will be held
long pull all the way to the
with Mrs. W.Z. Carter, Miss
hemline. They are designed
by the Baptist Women of the
Mary Williams, Mrs. Hess
Hazel Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
with
short or long sleeves and
Cappie
Crossland, and Miss
with Mrs. Earl Warford as guest
crew necklines, turtlenecks or
Beale as hostesses.
teacher. Special guests will be
small collars. Almost all of
women from Sinking Spring and
them come with narrow belts
be
held
Bridge
will
Ladies Day
Locust Grove churches.
and will welcome a variety of
at the Oaks Country Club at 9:30
other belts for a change.
a.m. with Essie Caldwell, phone
Tuesday, November 16
753-4920, as hostess. Make
The Dorothy Group of the First
Sweater bodices top one of
reservations by Tuesday noon.
Baptist Church BW will meet at
the most popular styles of the
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jacks at
year — the one-piece dress
Thursday, November 18
look. The majority of the
ten a.m.
The Brass Choir Concert will be
bodices are in rib knit with
held in the Recital Hall of the
turtlenecks. Sleeves may be
Mrs. Ray Moore will teach the
Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at eight
long or short. Skirts usually are
mission study at the First Baptist
p.m. No admission charge.
:-*
In patterned materials, includChurch at seven p.m.
tweeds, plaids and
ing
Si
jacquard polyester knits.
The Lottie Moon Group of the
1,
• -11; 19tril
MSU Readers Theatre will
4141'0'11
First Baptist Church will meet at
One-piece sweater dresses
V' itt4tt s& ft
present "The Prime of Miss Jean
114
the church at 6:45 p.m. for a short
St',
stand on their own as dresses
t t. WI.
Brodie" at 7:30 p.m. in the
t
—
i
lLI
A
business session prior to the
alone. The sweater-top designs
University School Auditorium.
mission study.
frequently are half of a cos'11:11it
ill;
g
Admission is fifty cents.
-" ipltsi,FI:
i:tune, with vest, coat or jacket
The Night Owl Homemakers
matching the dress skirt.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
vr 4.1A1--1.
Club will meet at the home of Order of the
:t*f74/ 611
Eastern Star is
Mrs. Steven Delker at 7:30 p.m. scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. atl
the Masonic Hall.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
dift
t...4
.-&,...47,•_....
.04ri
I.• -..'a
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet The Home
SI
Department of the
"Blended sugar" is gran'%;_11,,,7,144.,
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. Murray Woman's Club
ulated sugar !sucrose! exwill meet
tended with dextrose tgluat the club house at two p.m. with
The WSCS of the Martin's Rev. A.M.
cosei or grape sugar This
Thomas as the
Chapel United Methodist Church speaker.
lowers the caloric content
Hostesses will be
will meet at seven p.m.
somewhat but creates other
/(
Mesdames A.M. Alexander, F.B.
problems particularly when
Crouch, R.A. Stinker, K.T.
its use is attempted in
The Music Department of the Crawford,
and Quinton Gibson.
cakes, candies, and preMurray Woman's Club will meet
/
I
serves
/
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.,with
The Zeta Department of the
Mesdames Hugh Noffstnger, Sam Murray
Primarily a sweetener,
Woman's Club will meet
Knight, William Porter, Donald at the First
blended sugar cannot be
United Methodist
Burchfield, Keith Hays, C.C. Church at 7:30
substituted successfully in
p.m. for an aucLowry, and James Rudy tion.
recipes formulated for the
Hostesses will be Mrs.
regular all-granulated-sugar
Allbritten as hostesses.
James Converse, Miss Vivian
unless the only purpose is
Hale, Miss Louise Lamb, Mrs.
sweetening.
The
Calloway
County Maurice Ryan,
and Mrs. Haron wardrobes, they now have
Association
for
Retarded West.
made a niche for themselves
The chief "why not" is
Children will meet at the comamong dresses.
that sweetening is not the
munity room of the Murray
distinct
styles
give
Two
only property of the sugar
Women's Auxiliary of the
Federal and Savings Loan, 7th Moose Lodge will meet
ref ined from sugar cane
at the sweater dresses importance for
and Main Streets, at 7:30 p.m. lodge hall at 7:30 p.m.
this fall and winter. One exand sugar beets. Used in
with Mrs. Betty Tate as guest
tends the knit sweater look, baking, this sugar performs
speaker.
importantly by tenderizing,
The Hazel Woman's Club is from neckline to hemline and
a sweater
Increasing volumi, and surheduled to meet at the dab the other attaches
The Christian Social Concerns oom at seven p.m.
Committee will meet at the
Douglas Community Center at The Memorial Baptist Church
7:30 p.m. The public is invited to 11 have a churchwide study 01
attend.
book, "New Drums Over
ca" at the church at seven
The Coldwater Homemakers

i
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Forget it!!
BUT REMEMBER THIS!
10 WEIGHTY STATISTICS

THE ATfi

I TUE.

last month at SHAPFMAKERS 10 people completed
their program with a total weight loss of 207
pounds! will they look great in hot pants!)

Melt
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without

rifted Artirtc

DRUGS, EXERCISE, PILLS OR CALORIE
COUNTING! HOW MUCH DID YOU LOSE?

1
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led.

CARE
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d from overweight? Call today
Why be ern!)
for a free consultation and figure analysis.
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RESULTS GUARANTEED OR IT COSTS YOU NOTHING!
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East of Murray on Hwy. 94
, Murray, Ky r
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• First of all, your hair
isn't like some leafy plant
that can be cut and pruned
to grow more abundantly
Cutting doesn't speed hair
growth
• There is constant
growing of the new and
shedding of the old hair
Naturally And there is an
average maximum length
that your hair will grow.
For women the average is
two to three feet
• A tight scalp can't put
out the long, lovely hair
you want. Massage is the
answer It's healthy and
feels so good when done
right. Just spread your fingers gently again and
again. Change position of
hands and repeat.
• When shampooing, be
sure the suds reach right to
the ends of your hair. Rub
ends with your palms
pressed together. Follow
the shampoo with a conditioning lotion to take out

What is blended sugar?
face browning of cakes and
breads.
Sugar is the essential ingredient that makes frostings hold and candies harden. Fruits made into jams
and jellies are preserved
with high-sugar gels-55 to
70 per cent sugar—in prop—
er balance with pectin and
fruit acidity.
Logically, then, any attempt to replace these inherent sugar properties
with the part-measure' in
blended sugar must fail unless specially developed
recipes are followed. Such
recipes may involve additional ingredients Sueh gig
egg, flour, marshmallow,
and the like Any one of
them could add more
than the original calories allsugar ingredient it replaces.

the frizzles and tangles and
leave in lots of natural silk
and shine
• Sleep on nylon pillowcases. They'll stop tangling
hair as you toss and turn,
• Use a good bristle hair
brush. Nylon tufts can be
sharp and literally cut your
hair
• Choose hairstyles that
are simple, and need no
teasing (which doesn't
make for happy hair).
• Never sleep in tightly
wound r o 11 e r s This can
cause breakage

Stubblefield Home
Scene Of Meeting
New Concord Club
Concord
New
The
homemakers Club met Wednesday, November 10, in the
home of Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, president, who presided
Mrs. W. T. Kingins gave the
devotion reading from Psalms
118:1. The thought was "Give
thanks unto the Lord for He is
good—because His mercy endureth forever" from the
scripture. The monthly thought
was "Make yourself necessary
for everybody, do not make life
hard for any".
The roll call and treasurer's
report were given by Mrs. T. R.
Edwards and the landscape notes
were given by Mrs. Curtice Cook.
"Fondue
The lesson on
Cooking" was most ably
presented by Mrs. Rainey Lovins
who made three fondue dishes-meat balls, quick frank and
cheese with a sweet sour sauce.
The pound cake to be dipped is
chocolate sauce and drinks were
by the hostess.
Nineteen members and three
visitors, Mrs. Julius Sharpe, Mrs.
James Patterson, and Mrs.
William Hicks, were served.
Mrs. Hicks became a new
member.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas party with exchange
of gifts and sunshine friends
revealed at the Holiday Inn on
Wednesday, December 8, at 10:30
a.m.

All Coupons Good Thru

November 30, 1971

Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Hill Adams at one p.m.
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the social hall at two p.m.
A bazaar will be held after the
meeting.
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at two pin.
—
._The_Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, 1615 Main
Street, at two p.m. Mrs. Mattie
Parker and Mrs. Arron Chapman
Ilris
ill be hostesses and Mrs.
' tine Rhodes will have the
ogram.

The Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a skating party at the
Benton Skateland from seven to
nine p.m. A charge of $1.00 per
skater will be made and all interested persons are invited.
Phi Delta Kappa will meet in
Room S-205 of the Applied
Science Building, MSU, at four
p.m., followed at 6:30 p.m. by a
dinner meeting in the Student
Union Building.
The
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church will hold its general
meeting at the church library at
ten a.m.
Wednesday, November 17
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Eunice Miller at 1:30 p.m.
The lesson will be on "Landscaping" by Mrs. Miller.
The executive board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
I I
• of Mrs. Jerry Kirkland at
p.m.
,
The WSCS of thli,Coles Camp
,round United Methodist Church
11 meet at the home of Mrs.
rile Lassiter at 7:30 p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers

I.

Every head of hair has
Its ups and downs — especially heads with long hair.
Knowing a few basic facts
of hair life, long hair life
and how to live with it help
pave the way to better styling_

, ,,_.....„,„
1:.• '..,„
,,,,,.....,,
,...t1

-Teens Who Care" Club will
meet at the Youth Center, First
Baptist Church, at 7:30p.m. Dr.
Bernard Segal will be speaker.
All interested teenagers are
invited to attend.

Only

Basic hair facts

MOHR ON MODES

BOONE'S

.M

Friday, November 19
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m. Members note
change in date.

TIINNK YOU! That is what these money
saving coupons are meant to say. We appreciate your business...And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
remain the same...Nothing changed but the
price!

7, Sat & StJ

— IVEMBER 15, 1971

The Senior Citizens luncheon
will be held at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church at eleven a.m
The Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. John Winter at
2:30 p.m.
The MSU'Readers Theatre will
present "The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" at the University School
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 20
The final presentation of -The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" will
be by the MSU Readers Theatre
at the University 4 School
auditorium at 7:30 p.ni.
A Country Musical Show will be
presented at the Faxon School
gym at seven p.m. Doors will
open at six p.m. and supper will
be served.

Company
Luncheon
Rolls
Seafood Salad
Gourmet Strawberry Bars
Beverage
GOURMET
STRAWBERRY BARS
1 cup (2 one-quarter pound
sticks) butter
1 cup sugar
2 egg yolks
2 cups unsifted flour, stir to
aerate before measuring
1 cup finely chopped walnuts
1/2 cup strawberry jam
Cream butter and sugar;
oeat in egg yolks. Gradually
stir in flour, then walnuts. Pat
half the mixture into a buttered
9-inch square cake pan, spread
with jam. Shape remaining half
of mixture into a 41 .2 inch
square and chill if neciesary to
have very firm; cut imo 14
strips; place strips over jam
with edges touching to cover
Jam as completely as possible;
smooth edges with a small metal spatula. Bake in a preheated
325-degree oven until lightly
browned 55 minutes. With the
spatua, loosen edges. Cool In
pan and cut into small bars.

NO limit on
what you bring
on each coupon

LAUNDRY 8t CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

SWEATERS

••
i
BooNE's
SHIRTS LAUNDERED
4 for -99-1

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

41300NE'S••

r

valuable
coupons you use
Its* more you
save
Take
the
coupons to any 5

con veer
Boone Cleaner
pecat,or,s

Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

SAVE
On
your Dry
leaning During
Boone Cleaners
Appreciation
Sale

f1-4BOONE'S
SLACKS

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons
All Coupons Good
November
thru
Mb at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

(Men's

Of

OONE'S-1•

LONG COATS

Ladies)

(Men's or Ladies)
(Except fur,
ea. Si
suede, or leather)

ea. 69c
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

•
BOONE'S

MEN'S SUITS
Reg. '1.60
each

ea.

99c

Btcsg any number. You must present
ththtcoupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY IL CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

•
4BOONE'so.-

LADIES PANT SUITS
and PLAIN DRESSES
ea. $

1.09

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
November 30, 1971

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
603 Main
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Nicklaus And Trevino Win
World Cup Golf Tournament
' By DAVID L LANGFORD
team has woo this tournament
South Africans 567
. PALM BEACH GARDENS, "Jack was just tor-,wat.,
which moves to Melbourne,
. (UPI) —World Cup win- said Player, just before board- Australia next year, and the
'tiers Jack Nicklaus and Lee ing an au-plane
for South Africai fifth time _Nicklaus has been on
Trevino banked only $1,000 each with no plans
to return to Met the winning team. It was also
for the prestige victory, which United States
tour until nex the third time the "Golden
By JOE CARNICELL1
up both San Jose scores.
Is something like dumping a February.
Bear" had won individual
In other key games, Charlie
UPI Sports Writer
aim of water in the nearby
Nicklaus, who had naiads
honors.
ran for 342 yards —only
Davis
days
The
dwindle
down
to
a
'Atlantic Ocean.
68-68-63-71-271 on the
of the NCAA record
short
precious
few—for
eight
the
Heisman
Nicklaus said he thought he
' Only Arnold Palmer stands a 7,096-yard
PGA course, also played better this weekend than Trophy balloting and for the —as Colorado ripped Oklahoma
chance of collecting more collected
the international he did
State 40-6 and reserve quarteron the same course in national title.
money than either this season, trophy
which goes to the February
Heisman
The
race
for
when he won the
the back Bruce Arthur ran for one
and the record may not be individual posting
the lowest PGA championship. "I think honor of being named
the score and passed for another as
matched for years to come.
score in the 19-year-old tourthe small ball an optional nation's "Outstanding College Toledo beat Marshall 43-0, the
Trevino threw out the nament. Player
was seven
British ball) was a contributing Football Player" seems to have Rockets' 33rd consecutive vicchallenge himself Sunday after strokes behind
with scores of 69 factor,"
developed into a two-man battle tory.
he said.
the U. S. team had collected -67-71-71-278.
"Hell," said Trevino. "He between Auburn's Pat Sullivan Robert Newhouse ran for
the trophy in competition with
Trevino, who was 75-69-71-69-- wouldn't have any trouble with and Cornell's Ed Marinaro. And three TDs and Gary Mullins
golfers from 46 nations.
both took giant steps Saturday. passed for three and ran for
. "The money record either of 284 for the tournament, said he a basketball."
Sullivan took a giant step another as Houston routed
Os sets this year won't be eels he "played as well as
forward
as he threw four Virginia Tech 56-29 and Donnie
there
down
was
"While
I
Jack."
except
broken for a long time," said anyone out there
three
chasing kangaroos, he was touchdown passes to lead fifth- Wigginton engineered
'Trevino, who is the PGA's top
trioney winner this tour with "I just didn't make any back here winning money," ranked Auburn over sixth second half TD drives to boost
said Nicklaus, who spent two ranked Georgia 35-20 in a battle Texas to a 31-0 victory over
$227,243, leading Nicklaus by putts," he added.
about $20,000. "If either of us New Zealand's Bob Charles, weeks in Australia before the of unbeatens. And Marinaro Texas Christian.
took a huge step backwards as
finishes with $235,000 qr so, it with a 74 Sunday, and John World Cup.
he managed "only" 177 yards
piney be years before anyone Lister, who shot a 68, claimed
Both Nicklaus and Trevino as previously unbeaten Cornell
third place 14 strokes off the
ats it."
plan to play in South Carolina's fell to Dartmouth 24-14.
But Sunday it was competi- pace at 569
Heritage Classic and the new
ive spirit and not the money
t drove the U.S. duo to a 12- In fourth was Argentina's $150,000 Walt Disney World Sullivan threw TI) passes of
troke victory over the South team of Roberto De Vicenzo Open between now and Christ- 15 and five yards to Dick
rican team of Gary Player and Fiorentino Molina with a mas, but otherwise their plans Schmalz and 70 and 34 yards to
Harold Henning, who had team total of 575. Korea's are indefinite and Nicklaus said Terry Beasley as the Tiger tore
wasn't
making
any apart Georgia's defense, ranked
Id the lead halfway through Chang Sang Hahn and Seung he
tournament. The Americans Ack Kim were fifth with 581. predictions about overtaking seventh in the nation
It was the Ilth time the U.S. Trevino in the money race.
d a team total of 555. the
"If Pat Sullivan doesn't win PITTSBURGH (UP!) — The
the Heisman Trophy, there's New York Nets moved into
one hell of a great football third place in the American
player somewhere else in the Basketball Association Eastern
country," said Shug Jordan, the Division Sunday night with a
Auburn coach. Vince Dooley, 130-125 victory over the PitGeorgia's head coach, agreed: tsburgh Condors.
"We were simply beaten by Rich Barry led the way with
the best I've ever seen," said 41 points, 16 of them in the first
MARTIN LADER
enabling the Bruins to close the puck went under my feet. Dooley. "Sullivan was a
super- quarter, as the Nets evened
UPI Sports Writer
within four points of them. New He (Maki) just put it in man having a super day."
their record at 8-8 and moved
Whatever was ailing the York leads Boston by seven
quickly."
ahead on the fourth place
Boston Bruins just a few short points.
Marc Tardif banged in a 15- Marinaro, the NCAA rushing Floridians in the ABA's only
clays ago now seems no more
The Chicago Black Hawks footer following a faceoff with record holder, meanwhile, ran game Sunday night.
rielevant than ancient history. stretched their West Division
just 1:53 left in the game to lift into a stone wall set up by
New York led most of the
; Phil Esposito and Bobby lead over idle Minnesota to four
Montreal into its tie with Dartmouth. Marinaro carried way and Pittsburgh's only
Cyarr, the architects of last points by beating the California
Buffalo. Don Luce had put the 44 times for his 177 yards and threat came when the Condors
year's record-busting Boston Golden Seals, 4-1, and in the
Sabres ahead at 4:51 of the broke through only once, racing trimmed a 10-point halftime
attack, combined for five goals only other game Sunday
night second period, and goalie Roger 48 yards for a TD after deficit to 97-94 at the end of the
and six assists Sunday night to Toronto and
Philadelphia Crozier protected that margin Dartmouth had a 17-7 lead. third quarter.
power
Bruins
the
to a skated to a 3-3 tie
Marinaro had been averaging
until Tardif beat him.
But Pittsburgh turned the
devastating 11-2 rout of the Los
Chicago scored all its goals in 210 yards a game.
ball over five times in the first
Angeles Kings.
Orr, who had only four goals the second period
four minutes of the fourth
against
The Bruins now have scored entering the game after racking
California rookie Gilles Meloche Nebraska and Oklahoma, the period and New York pulled
16 goals while winning their up 37 last season, scored once
nation's
No
1 and 2 teams, away.
on shots by Pit Martin, Stan
last two games after totaling in each period for a hat trick
Mikita, Cliff Koroll and Bobby rolled along their merry
The Condors committed 22
only five goals in their previous and also assisted on a goal in
Hull while Toronto earned its undefeated way toward their turnovers in the game.
three- games, two of which they each period. Mike Walton had
Thanksgiving
showdown
Day
tie against Philadelphia on
George Carter led the Conlost. Esposito had two goals in two goals for the Bruins and
brasb scored two touch- dors with
Norm Ullman's second goal of
30 points, while John
each of the last two games, and ) Ace Bailey, Eddie Westfall,
the game late in the second owns and a safety within three Brisker finished with 28 and
along with three assists Sunday!Rick Smith and Johnny Bucyk
minutes
the
second
period
of
en George Thompson had
period.
27.
he has regained the National had one each.
route to a 44-17 rout of Kansas
Pittsburgh, dropping its third
Hockey League scoring lead Bobby Rousseau scored his.
State and Jack Mildren ma- consecutive game,
remained in
with 30 points.
seventh and eighth goals.
neuvered
Oklahoma's fifth place
in the ABA east with a
-I think we showed ourselves doubling his entire output of
"Wishbone-T" for seven first
7-10 record
tonight that we still have that last year with Minnesota, as
half TDs as the Sooners Bill Melchionni scored
24 and
explosive power, that we still the Rangers jumped off to a 4-0
bombed Kansas 56-10.
John Roche 21 for the Nets.
have that good offense: said first period lead against VanEsposito, who last season set couver. New York outshot the
In other games involving the
MAGIC TRI
National Hockey League re- Canucks, 23-4, in that session
top 10, Michigan (3) edged
cords with 76 goals and 76 and then levelled another 17
Bowling League
Purdue 20-17, Alabama (4)
assists for 152 points.
shots at goalie George Gardner Team
dumped Miami (Fla.) 31-3,
W L
Despite their awesome dis- in the second period while
Penn State (7) crushed North
play of power, the third-place scoring twice more.
Carolina State 35-3, Notre By United Press International
JohnsOns
Grocery
32 8 Dame (8) downed Tulane 21-7,
Bruins were unable to gain any Oddly, Wayne Maki's third Ezells
East
Beauty S01001
28 12
Columbia 17 Penn 3
ground on the East Division period goal for Vancouver N H.C.A.
261/2 131/2 Arizona State (9) romped past Penn St 35 North Car St 3
Murray insurance Aoen. leading_ _New___Yark. Rangers, marked the seventh consecuti
Wyoming 52-19 arid San Jose West Virginia 28 VMI 3
241/2 151/2
Dartmouth 24 Cornell 14
who bombarded
Vancouver time that Ranger goalie Gilles Jerrys Restaurant
18/
1
2 211 2 State upset 10th-ranked Stan- Boston coll 20 No III 10
goalie George Gardner with 5 A Villemure has limited the Owens Food Market
18 22 ford 13-12.
Rutgers 14 Holy Cross 13
1
2 22/
shots en route to a 6-1 pasting opposition to a single goal, and Murray Muffler Service 17/
1
2
Navy 17 Syracuse 14
BoOneS
16
24
10 Princeton 6
Yale
of the Canticles. The Rangers he has yet to turn in a shutout. Bank of Murray
Michigan wrapped up the Big
12 28
Williams 31 Amherst 14
thus stretched their unbeaten "I wish I could have had
Ten title and a Rose Bowl trip Harvard 24 Brown 19
7 13 on Dana
streak to 14 games, equalling those shutouts, but winning is Krogers
Coin's 25-yard field Army 17 Pittsburgh 14
C.W Post 47 Kings Point 0
the second highest run in the' more important," Villemure
High Team Game (SC)
goal with 43 seconds left. The Lehigh
23 Bucknell 0
Ezells Beauty School
history.
772 game ended with
said. "If it had been a bad goal Johnson%
& Jeff 27 Kenyon 15
Wash
Terry Davis
Grocery
756
However, the second-plac I would have felt worse, but I
scored two touchdowns and Gettysburg 21 Wagner 16
Delaware 54 Boston U 0
Montreal Canadiens had
742 Wilbur Jackson ran 67 yards Northeastern 12 Vermont 7
stopped the first shot at me and Johnsons Grocery
Rock sruthClarion
Settle for a 2-2 tie at Buffalo
Slippery
for
another
as
Alabama
beat
High Team Game (HC)
Murray Insurance Agency
MarylandDuke14
999 Miami to set up a battle of Wake Forest
Ezells Beauty School
986 undefeated in two weeks when Clemson 20
JohnsonS Grocery
965
Kentucky
2.4
the Crimson Tide faces Auburn. Florida 35
Auburn 35 Georgia 20

Sullivan And Marinaro
In Battle for Heisman

Nets Move
Into 3rd
With Win
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Racers Topple Evansville To
Keep Undefeated Streak Alive
Murray State's "new" Racers
added one more victory to their
string of wins, upping their
record to five straight with a 38-12
defeat of Evansville Saturday.
As was expected, the Racers
stayed pretty much on the
ground, as the Evansville
gridders went to the air and the
two combined for 957 total yards
for the afternoon.
Murray rolled up a total of 608
of those yards, despite being
penalized 12 times for 125 yards.
The host Purple Aces managed
349 total offensive yards and
drew only three penalties for 12
yards.
The Racers were slow to get
started, possibly thinking more
about next Saturday's clash with
Western Kentucky. The Aces led
3-0 at the end of the first quarter.
George Greenfield recorded
the first Racer TD on the second
SURGERY FOR STARGELL
PITTSBURGH (UP11 —Willie

Stargell, the home run slugger
who led the major leagues with
48
and
who
helped
the
Pittsburgh Pirates to the World
Series, underwent what was
described as successful surgery
Thursday to repair a torn
cartilage in his left knee.

i

play of the second stanza. Rick one foot short of a touchdown to
Fisher gained four off-tackle penetrate the Racer goal. A firstbefore Greenfield cut to the and-goal attempt at the MSU line
sidelines and raced 67 yards for resulted in a fumble, however,
and linebacker Bill Fryer came
the score.
Stan Watts, kicking specialist out with the ball.
for the 'Breds, added Murray's The Racers immediatelj,
next score with a field goal with launched a 99-yard drive that
nine minutes left in the half. took 9 plays. The trip included a
Evansville's Hawkins came back 25 yard sprint up the middle by
with a three-pointer of his own Greenfield and a 36-yard confive minutes later, but the Racers nection on the Scott-to-Farrell
still weren't through for the half. combination. The payoff came
The Racers marched 57 yards with Scott sending the big end
in only four plays after reserve down the right sideline for 23
running back Jim Engle had yards and one touchdown.
returned the Evansville kickoff Evansville's only touchdown
39 yards to the Racer 43. After came with a minute and a half
two short gains, Scott and Farrell gone in the final stanza. The drive
hooked up on the first of three big covered 67 yards an incorporated
plays over the middle. This one two pass interference calls.
was good for 48 yards and set the Murray's final score came with
stage for a six-yard Greenfield less than a minute left in the
romp around right end for the game with Scott hitting reserve
score. Garnett Scott found Bill end Neal Evelyn with a five-yard
Farrell in a crowd at the twenty TT) pass. The drive, covering 34
for the Racers next score. Farrell yards after freshman linebacker
pulled down the pass and bulled Ralph Engel had intercepted a
his way twenty for the score. Mattingly pass, was highlighted
Watt's kick made it 24-6 at by the hard running of freshman
halftime.
full back James Stencil.
Murray's defense spoiled a key
Evansville effort
midway The Thoroughbreds are now 5through the third period. The 3-1 overall. They will travel tk.,
Aces had driven the length of the Western Kentucky Universit
field on Mattingly passes, but next Saturday for their final
needed a pass interference call game, an OVC clash.

Esposito & Carr Power Bru ns
To 11-2 Rout Of Kings Sunday

BOWLING
STANDINGS

College
Football Scores

We wantto
be the kind of
dealer
America
wants.

High Team Series (SC)
Johnsons Grocery
2233
Ezells Beauty School
2080
Jerry% Restaurant
2015
High Team Series (NC)
Johnsons Grocery
2860
Jarrys Restaurant
2756
Murray Insurance Agency
2735

If you're fed up to here
with dealers who dont
care, were with you we

care—about

0

you and the car you drive
Every car we sell is built to last

And our
caring doesn't stop with our selling either.
We follow up with service after the sale.
because we want to be the kind of dealer
and see

America wants Try us

ill I 1 "I I l;

Flymoutfi

mime!

asmetwers ou.na0

Fury III
2-Door Hardtop

PM

Taylor Motors, Inc.
301 So 4th Street

Phone 753-1372

High Ind. Game (SC)
Marilyn Parks
Candy Jenkins
Barbara Alexander

182
181
173

High Ind. Game INC)
Candy Jenkins
Estelle Ezell
Barbara Barnett

225
221
218-

High Ind Series (SC)
Marilyn Parks
Betty Dixon
Candy Jenkins

519
488
487

High Ind. Series (HC)
Candy Jenkins
Mary Harris
Marilyn Parks
High Averages
Marilyn Parks
Wanda Nance
Betty Dixon
Mildred Hodge
Betty Riley
Barbara Alexander
Candy Jenkins
Lets Norswnrth y

619
608
603

Lydell Mitchell's four touchdowns broke an NCAA record
and led unbeaten Penn State
past North Carolina State.
Mitchell scored on runs of one
yard three times and sprinted
five yards for another score as
he recorded his 25th TD,
breaking the mark set by Art
Luppino of Arizona in 1954.
Clif f Brown, a soph
quarterback, passed for one
score and ran for two others as
Notre Dame bounced back to
beat Tulane. Brown scored on
runs of one and five yards and
passed 19 yards to Mike
Creaney for a third score.

Steve Holden went 90 yards
and Woody Green raced 71 to
score on .punt returns as
Arizona State erupted for 49
points in the second half to rout
Wyoming. Green, a sophomore,
scored twice more on short
runs and Holden caught a 58yard TD pass from Dan White
PENITENT THIEF
YEOVIL, England I UPI1—A The victory clinched a berth for
local shopkeeper reported re- the Sun Devils in the New
ceiving a pound note in the Fiesta Bowl.
mail Friday wrapped in the
°flowing letter: "A few months Larry Lloyd and Lawrence
Brice turned a pair of Stanford
a:o
I stole a
pair
of errors into TDs as San
Jose
nutcrackers from your shop:
State stunned the
161
152
150
149
148
141
14(
14(

Georgia Tech 12 Florida St 6
Alabama 31 Miami (Fla.) 3
U>uisyl 24 Southern III IA
Western Ky. 31 Butler 0
North Carolina 32 Virginia 20
Samford 21 Newberry 0
Hampden-Sydney 37 Drexel 6
Southern Miss 24 LA Tech 20
Tenn St. 54 Wis St (superior) 7
Notre Dame 21 Tulane 7
Grambling 55 Norfolk St 0
LSU 28 MISS St 3
Jackson St. 34 Morgan St 29
Midwest
Northwestern 14 Ohio Ut 10
20.. Purdue 17
Michigan St. 40 Minn 25
3
4 Marshall 0
Toledo '2/
Illinois 35 Wisconsin 27
Indiana 14 Iowa 7
Cincinnati 23 Ohio U. 15
Nebraska 44 Kansas St. 17
Eastern Mich 35 S. Dak. St 2
Villanova 14 Dayton 7
Western Mich 25 Pacific 21
Ohio Wesleyan 31 Denison 0
Iowa St. 45 Missouri 17
Central Mich24Holstra 13
Southwest
Oklahoma 56 Kansas 10
Arkansas 18 SMU 13
Tomas Tech 27 Baylor 0
Texas 31 TCU 0
Texas A&M 18 Rice 13
Air Force 17 Tulsa 7
Arizona St. 52 Wyoming 19
Southwest Tex 33 Sul Ross 7
a., 14
Houston 56 Virginia Tech An
Texas
Howard Payne
mcNeese 31 S E Louisiana u
west
Colorado 40 Okla St 6
14
BYU
Arizona 27
Idaho 40 Montana St 7
Utah St, 21 Utah 17

sr

12

13 Stanford 12
Si Jose
New Mexico 19 Utep 19
Rose Bowl Northern Cob 42 Fort Hays 21
The enclosed should cover the
bound Indians. A bad snap on a SF St 18 Hayward St 17
loss,"
punt and a pass interception set CchalicoPoSIty 4s1IoU9SFSta
7 Barbara 3
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And the only business of Kentucky
Blue Cross and Blue Shield is helping
you prepay the cost of those needed
personal services. Make sure you have
quality health care protection to help
meet today's health care costs.

BLUE CROSS® FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES
For each confinement
Choice of room allowances
Covered hospital services

Up to 70 days coverage
Up to $40 per day
Paid in full

BLUE SHIELD® FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES
A choice ohurgical allowances

Schecliilet-($270)
or Schedule D ($405)
x-ray . anesthesia

Allowances for in-hospital medical calls

With comprehensive BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD', Schedule
C or D you are eligible to apply for additional protection
available through the EXTENDED BENEFITS ENDORSEMENT
This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits
OUT -OF-THE- HOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND
FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible
individuals, families, and employee groups of five or more.
Special programs available for eligible college students
and individuals 65 and over.
For more information, without obligation complete and mail the coupon today!
Farm Bureau Members, See Your Farm Bureau Agent
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KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD'
* RUE (ROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, IN(
3101 Bardstown

Rood

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL IN(

Louisville, Ky. 40205

Phone (502) 452-1511
419' National Association of Blue
Shield Plans
—

11 American Hospital Association
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky. 4020$

GROUP PLANS MAY II 101Mb WMERI
MIRE All S OR MORI IMPLOYIIS

HOME
ADDRESS

NAME

COMPANYADDRESS
STATE

ziP

me, without obligation, information on health care
benefits and eligibility requirements
lam: E 64 years of pg. or under.
165 years of age or over.
A college siodent.
'Interested in forming a group.
I am: A Blue Cross_ami_live Shield member, certificate #

P
CIre
r Yase soy

n

Reaching 19, 11 Getting married.

Interested in upgrading benefits, under age 65.
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"The finest man I've ever
known," says Horrigan of
Ralph C. Wilson Jr.
You don't hear Wilson
described in such terms every
day. In Buffalo they grumble
because his Bills haven't had a
winning season since 1966.
Wilson is also resented because
he flirted with moving his
franchise to Seattle before
ultimately signing a 25-year
lease on the 80,000-seat stadium
to open in Buffalo in 1973.
He also has problems with
the New York Racing Commission, which has grounded
him for 30 days for allegedly
concealing the ownership of a
horse in the name of a
colleague.
But the public image of a
man often is cope-dimensional.
Wilson has the loyalty of his
associates because he is absolutely trustworthy. Recently
he was moved to say that his
tormented coach: Harvey
Johnson,can have his job for 20
years if he wants it.
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UT-Martin bick Butkus Catches Extra Point Pass For Bears Win
Holds 3rd

finally spotted Butkus in the Points than they were favored In the other games Sunday, the field, five by Washington's
end zone and heaved a 35-yard, and only two clubs —Oakland Los Angeles surprised Detroit Curt Knight.
strike to him fur the extra point, and Dallas —"covered the 21-13, the New York Giants Roman Gabriel tossed two
stunned Atlanta 21-17, New TD passes to Lance Rentzel to
that snapped a 15-15 deadlock. spread,"
MARTIN, Tenn. (UPI) --The
remained
The
races
AFC
Orleans shocked San Francisco lift Los Angeles past Detroit.
that
The Redskins protested
University of Tennessee at Marunchanged Sunday but the 26-20, Cincinnati upset Denver Gabriel finished the game with
i
'
field
the
on
Butkus,
was
who
tin held onto third place in the
the 17 for 22 and 179 yards
because he blocks for the PAT upsets affected all three races 24-10, Baltimore nipped
Gulf South Conference with a
in
Miami
now
is
14-13,
the
Washington
including 11 straight at one
Jets
NFC.
York
New
attempts, was an ineligible
20-7 homecoming victory over
only one-half game ahead of edged Pittsburgh 24-21, Min- point.
up
lines
he
since
receiver.
But
Florence State Saturday.
two nesota blanked Green Bay 3-0, Edd Hargett's 10-yard scoring
In the backfield at the end of Dallas in the East and the
A 20-point second quarter, the
clubs
the Kansas City topped Cleveland pass to Virgil Robinson with 57
It's
week.
next
meet
the line, the referee ruled he I
result of two touchdowns and
New
handed
same situation in the West with 13-7, New
left
England edged seconds
was
eligible.
two field goals, accounted for
San Francisco now only a half- Buffalo 38-33, Dallas beat Orleans the victory over San
the Pacer scoring.
Butkus' catch highlighted a game ahead of Los Angeles as Philadelphia 20-7 and Oakland ,Francisco. Hargett tossed two
Kicking specialist Randy
day of surprising activity as the two clubs meet next week. routed Houston 41-21.
passes to Dave Parks for the
Barnes hit on field goal attempts
When a bad snap from center four teams besides Chicago — In the Central, Chicago In the Monday night TV other Saints' TDs.
of 50 and 26 yards. Randy Gilt- went sailing over kicker Mac New Orleans, Los Angeles, the remained a game
behind game, it'll be St. Louis at San Spurning a field goal which
ner ran 50 yards with a punt Percival's head, quarterback New York Giants and Cincin- Minnesota and moved to second Diego.
would have tied the game, Fran
for a touchdown, and David Bobby Douglass chased the nati —pulled upsets. Five other while Detroit dropped to third, Butkus, who hadn't caught a Tarkenton scrambled two yards
Whitten caught a 22-yard pass ball, scrambled around and favorites won but by fewer one and one-half games back. pass since high school, had on fourth down with 31 seconds
from quarterback Kelly Coker
scored his only previous NFL left to lift the New York Giants
-for another.
points on a safety. "I had just past Atlanta and Tarkenton's
Florence. scored in the third
cut my eye but that wasn't old coach, Norm Van Brocklin.
period on a two - yard run by
going to put me out of the The Falcons were looking for
Randy Elmore.
game," Butkus said, "so when Tarkenton to go wide and he
The win left Martin at 5 4
I saw that Douglass had to crossed them up by going
while Florence is 1-9.
scramble, I tried to get open through a huge hole on the left
and I caught the ball with side of the line.
Cincinnati snapped a sevenBy United Press International three points for the Lakers, but their one-game lead over obscured vision."
Is Los Angeles joining Mil- his contribution was on defense Philadelphia in the Eastern
Douglass said, "We were game losing streak by surpriswaukee in making a runaway where he blocked 13 shots and Conference.
lucky. Butkus waved to me so I ing Denver. Virgil Carter threw
of NBA division titles?
on offense with 10 assists He
Dick Van Arsdale scored 21 just lobbed it over and he was touchdown passes of 71 yards to
Bruce Coslet and 67 yards to
Milwaukee, as expected, also grabbed 31 rebounds.
points as the Phoenix Suns beat there."
raised its record to 15-1 Sunday The Lakers were relegated to the Cleveland Cavaliers,' 119- Washington, which is 1-2-1 in F-qspxJohnson in the victory.
night with a 125-114 victory an also-ran status by many 105, in the only other Sunday its last four games after With Miami trailing 21-3,
winning its first five, had a 15-9 ailing quarterback Bob Griese
over Philadelphia. Los Angeles, after Elgin Baylor retired, but laction.
unexpectedly, is off to a 14-3 Los Angeles has surprised its
Cleveland, despite a 4-11 lead in the final period when tossed touchdown passes of 86,
record. The Lakers beat Bos- critics.
'record is only 21.1 games out of Cyril Pinder ran 40 yards for 60 and 12 yards to Paul
ton, 128-115, Sunday.
Jo Jo White of Boston shared first place in the Central the only TI) of the game to set Warfield to bring the Dolphins
The Bucks, who set a record game scoring honors with 36 I)svision. The Cavs were led by up the weird extra point play. to the victory over Pittsburgh.
There were eight field goals in Terry Bradshaw threw TD
of 15 consecutive victories last points as the Celtics maintained Charlie Davis' 21 points.
season, continued to roll as
Kareem Jabbar ripped the
76ers for 46 points to make it
eighth straight for Milwaukee
Philadelphia, contesting Boston for the Atlantic Division
lead, closed to three points at
99-96 in the fourth period, but
76er
the
lanced
Jabbar
comeback with some quick
point, work.
Tries To Rally Philly
Billy Cunningham attempted
to rally Philadelphia with his 32
points, but the Milwaukee
firepower was too devastating
as Jon McGlocklin added 22
'points and Bob Dandridge
netted 19 for the Bucks.
The victory opened a fivegame bulge over Chicago in the
Midwest Division.
Los Angeles moved three
games up on Seattle and
Golden State in the Pacific
Division as the Lakers' backcourt duo of Gail Goodrich and
Jerry West dithleateti Beaton.
Goodrich scored 30 of his 36
points in the first half and West
took up the cannonading with 13
Jpoints in the third quarter
enroute to a 26-point night.
CENNEDY ACTIVATED
Wilt Scores 3 Points
DALLAS (UPI) —Eugene
Wilt Chamberlain scored only
"Goo" Kennedy was activated
by the Dallas Chaparrals of the
NBA Standings
American Basketball AssociaBy United Press International
tion Monday. The 6-4 forward
eastern conference
as last year's Southwest
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
year
the
Conference player of
10 5 .667
Boston
TCU. The Chaps made room Philade(ph,a
9 6 .600
1
7 9
438 3'..1
or Kennedy by dealing John New York
400 4
6 9
asley, a 6-9 forward and Buffalo Central Division
.hree-time ABA all-star to the
W. L. Pct 011
Utah Stars in exchange for cash, Cincinnati
1
Baltimore
5 9 .357
a high draft choice and the rights Atlanta
4 10 2.86 2
4
11
267
21.'2
to George Peeples, a 6-8 forward. Cleveland

By JACK MURPHY
I imagine Jack Horrigan
would flinch if you described
him as a brave man. Certainly
he would be uncomfortable.
Horrigan is a vice president
of the Buffalo Bills, a
professional football team of no
great renown. He is greatly
beloved
throughout
the
National Football League for
his wit and his character. The
Late Ernest Hemingway would
have admired Horrigan. He fits
Hemingway's definition of
courage — grace under
pressure.
A few years ago Horrigan
learned he had cancer. There
would be an operation and the
doctors told him he might as
well face it. He was under a
sentence. He had six months to
live.
But he beat it.
The sentence was commuted
and you can imagine what that
meant to the Horrigan clan.
his
Jack
wife,
adores
Elizabeth. "I wish I had her
spirit," he says. They are a
family of 11, including nine
children — Jerry, Joe, Karen,
Patricia, Jackie, Margaret,
Mary, Elizabeth and Kathleen.
They're a close bunch, the
Horrigans, and the illness of
the breadwinner drew them
fr' even closer. A good thing, too.
Last year Jack learned he has
leukemia.
Now he's uncier a sentence
' again. "I don't know how much
time I've got," he says, "but I
can't win. Nobody does."
His manner is casual and
7 cheerful. He is a serious man
and, therefore, he sees the
humor of the human condition.
He regards life as a happy
experience. He considers
himself blessed.
"I keep remembering what
' Ralph Wilson told me when
they gave me six months to
live," says Horigan. "He said,
;'No matter what happens, I'll
never feel sorry for you. You
;'• have a fine family, the love of
•'; a good wife, you have many
•,1 devoted friends and you have
11 done the work you enjoy.
.
else
really
'Nothing
matters."
Somewhat to his surprise,
; Hoeg-igen learned that 191Lson
was the truest of friends. It was
a surprise because they were
casual acquaintances when
Horrigan was working as a
sportswriter in Buffalo. Wilson
lived in Detroit and came to
Buffalo now and then to admire
his toy, the Buffalo Bills.
Horrigan subsequently
moved along to New York to
handle public relations for the
American Football League. It
was there they told him he had
cancer. And it was then Ralph
Wilson revealed himself as a
generous spirit.
"The night before I went into
surgery," Horrigan recalls,
• "Ralph sent a check to my
wife. It was for $4,000."
• Later, when Horrigan was
recuperating, Wilson looked in
on the patient.
"You're going to make it," he
told Horrigan. A nice thought.
But Wilson wasn't finished.
"If you don't make it for
some reason," he said gruffly,
"I want you to know you don't
have to worry about the
education of your children. I'll
see to that."
Horrigan made it. When he
was ready to work again, a job
was waiting for him. In June,
1966, he became vice president
in charge of public relations for
the Buffalo Bills. It want a
token job, either.
Horrigan is a bright, able
sort who can handle responsibility. Wilson gave it to him,
plus the sort of salary usually
reserved for head coaches.
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passes for the Steelers.
Baltimore escaped with the
victory over the New York Jets
when two four-period kick
attempts by Bobby Howfield
for an extra point and a field
Ted
blocked.
goal-were
Hendricks and Jerry Logan
made the blocks.

By VITO STELLLNO
UPI Sports Writer
Roving linebacker Dick Butkus has always been known as
a guy who can bet you in a lot
of ways.
But by catching an extra
point pass????
That's exactly what the 6-3,
250-pound all-pro did Sunday on
a busted play to give the
Chicago Bears a 16-15 victory
over the shocked Washington
Redskins.

Lakers And Bucks Off And
Running In Respective Races

In other games, Charlie
West's 50-yard interception run
set up Fred Cox's 25-yard field
goal and lifted Minnesota past
Green Bay; Len Dawson's 26yard TD pass in the second
period to Wendell Hayes lifted
Kansas City past Cleveland;
Jim Plunkett threw four touchdown passes in his finest day as
a pro to enable New England to
hand Buffalo its 16th straight
loss.
Duane Thomas ran for a pair
of touchdowns to hand Dallas
the victory over Philadelphia
and Daryle Lai-wawa threw a
pair of TD passes in Oakland's
rout over Houston.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Phon• 753-999,9

/

TWINS DROP FARM CLUB
Minn.
BLOOMINGTON,
UPI)—The Minnesota Twins
announced Friday that they
were dropping their affiliation
with their Pacific Coast League
farm club in Portland, Oregon,
and will shift their Portland
players 100 miles north to
Tacoma, Wash.
A club spokesman cited the
Twins' unhappiness with the
Portland operation and the
vacating of the Tacoma area by
the Chicago Cubs as the
reasons for the change.

Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct.
1
15
.938
Milwaukee
9 5 .64.5
Chicago
7 7 .500
Phoenix
467
7 8
Detroit
Pacific Division
W. L. Pct.
824
3
IA
Los Angeles
10 5 .667
Seattle
6
11
State
.647
Golden
154
2 11
Portland
2 15 .118
Houston
Sunday's Results
Los Angeles 128 Boston 115
Phoenix 119 Cleveland 105
Milwaukee 125 Philadelphia
(Only games scheduled)
Monday's Games
(No games scheduled)

5
7
P...?
GB
3
3
10
12

114

ABA Standings

KIICK STILL DISABLED
United Press International
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI—Jim By
East
W.
11 L.5 Pmt. GB
Kiick remains injured and the
Miami Dolphins' powerful run- Virginia
2
1
/
0 3
607
4 58 65
1_0
Kentucky
ning back will probably sit out New York
2
1
/
3
467
8
7
Sunday's clash with Pittsburgh Floridians
2
1
412 1/
7 10
Pittsburgh
as he did last Sunday against Carolina
5
357
7 9
Buffalo.
t. L. Pct. GB
WesW
The Dolphins, though, leaders Indiana
600
9 6
10 7
588
in the AFC East, may not be as Utah
438 2''?
9
7
bad off as one might expect. Dallas
21?
438
7 9
Memphis
They still have Eugene "Mercu- Denver
308 4
4 9
Sunday's Results
ry" Morris who, as Kiick's
130 Pittsburgh 125
replacement last week, ran New York
(Only game scheduled)
through the Bills for 115 yards
Monday's Games
(No games scheduled)
aod a 45-yard touchdown, and
helped Miami to a 34-0 romp

BRIDGETABLE MIRACLE
IPSWICH, England (UPI1n—Mrs. Patricia Green
picked up her hand diving a
game of bridge Friday she
found she had drawn all 13
of
chance
a
clubs
158,753,389,899 to one, according
to experts.
"1 was so shocked I didn't
play my hand very cleverly,"
she said today. "I just put the
cards down and called slam
Then we all had a drink."

What have we done
for you lately?

GB

Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.
In the course ofan extraordinary day we put a lot of people on
the road ahead with an extraAUTOnary loan. We give a great
number of people personal loans for reasons we won't mention.
Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening rieis accounts and helping Johnny with his Chrigtmas
Club; the) tell you how Billdozer checking accounts work and
help your wife choose the right color and pattern checkbook
for her needs.
We tailor our money to fit your needs, talk to you and your
lawyer about the management of your estate and tell a lot of
our friends about the benefits of savings certificates.

The Exiniordi uia r) Rank.

Kentucky College Football
By United Press International
Florida 35 Kentucky 24
Eastern Ky. 28 Appalachian 14
Middle Tenn. V East Tenn 23
Morehead 28 Illinois State 12
Murray 38 Evansville 12
Tennessee Tech 37 Austin Peay 12
Western Kentucky 31 Butler 0
Louisville 24 Southern Illinois 14
Kentucky State 42 BethuneCookman 27
Gardner-Webb 34 Georgetown 13
Hanover (Ind.) 13 Centre 0

The Jones family next door will be given money to buy a
brand-new home and your neighbor on the other side will
take out a home improvement loan.
These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day . . in a style that makes everything extraordinary ter you.
When the sup sets, you ride on home happy. An9ther day
ends for you.
The Extraordinary Bank, however, prepares for night
banking hours .. . begins checking credit card applications,
. doing all the
arranging loans, crediting deposits-by-mail
little necessary to prove one big point:
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.

0/3ANK
PEOPLES
MURRAY

KY.

Three Convenient Locations . . .
Main Branch
500 Main
Ilia tom Slualyr Qminerk

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

RAGE SIX
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PICKS SPOTS

Winters
shaving a
good time
' By JEANNEITE MAZUKK1
•
Copley News Service
i;•
HOLLYWOOD — "I wanted
- to watch my children grow up,
that's why I quit the saloon circuit for 12 years," said Jonathan Winters.
"This summer at Tahoe was
the first tirne my kids ever saw
me perform in a nightclub. I
• did a week at the International
• in Las Vegas but from now on I
; pick my spots," said the
t .comedy king in an interview.
"There's nothing like a live audience to get you back to
reality."
Winters went on: "I just fired
my press agent after 12 years.
We had an amiable parting. I
. just couldn't see almost ten
g)-and a year anymore."
Why does he refuse to pose
for home layouts?
"People see the pictures and
get ideas. A friend of mine had
his home in the Sunday supplement of the LA. Times and
next week he was robbed," said
Winters.
He had just finished taping a
90-minute TV special that will
originate from Walt Disney
World outside Orlando, Fla.
Julie Andrews and Glen Campbell will also star in the show to
be aired Oct. 2S and titled, "The
Grand Opening of Walt Disney;
World."
Winters will appear on four
or five Dean Martin shows in
the winter season. " m being selective now and
some of these clowns that act
like wooden Indians I won't
work with, but with ole Dino I
have that certain chemistry
•and he's an easy guy to work
with. He'll iznprovise and adlib.
He's an old pro."
Winters is also looking forward to an how children's special for Georgia Pacific Co.,
which will be seen in January.
"At 45,1 have decided to have
a good time," said Winters.
-I'm not a Sunday painter. I
paint every day. I like acrylics.
You can do so much more with
them.I do. 50 per cent surrealis'• 6C.fr-Ten years ago Winters
sold a cartoon to the Saturday
Evening Post.
Winters plays a lot of tennis
and is an expert fisherman. In
1969, he won the International
Light Tackle Fisherman's first
prize.
"Some time during his lifetime a man should carry a
• lunch box and work in a factory,'' maintains Winters.
"Talk to people, listen " Winters, born in Ohio, worked in a
• rubber factory, was a welder, a
fry cook and many other
thugs.
"I got many of my characters by watching and listening
to people," admits Winters.
Who
is
his
favorite
comedian?
"Bobby Newhart is the
sharpest humorist today and
Laurel and Hardy the funniest
guys ever."
Winters' ill-fated The Jonathan Winters Show some seasons back was preempted 12
fines, which was almost half
the time of the season. It was
during the presidential campaign and Winters got a letter
from President Nixon saying,
"I saw your show tonight for
the first time — it was great.
No one in the world can play
more parts better than you!"
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 AM..9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
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Prices Good Monday-Tuesday-Wednesda

by Mayfair

Reg.
5

CARDIGAN STYLE IN
65% WOOL AND 35% ALPACA

Flare leg slacks, extra long
vest with flap pockets and belt.

8 TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYER
AM.-F.M. MULTIPLEX RADIO
Ideal
for
Christmas!

,,MEN'S SWEATER

PANT SETS

smni.„ /0

Regular s10.92

- Sizes S-M-L-XL

Reg. s9.88

$800
Denim look solid color vest,

HAI KARATE

RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT

Some Plaid Sets

AFTER SHAVE

7-oz. Size

• Two Styles

99c

Reg.
5 1.17

GILLETTE

Striped slacks.

$396

126 FILM CARTRIDGE
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The Latest Fashion Shades
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LADIES

Oriental Lime
Spice Regular

Regular '1.07

Sizes 8-16
100% ACRYLIC

MANSUN

TRANSISTOR RADIO

BOY'S or GIRL'S

$1 67

•
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BICYCLE

A.M. radio with earphone
attachment and battery.

• %T.,.1%,,a IN Ts.

Now is the time to buy
that Christmas Bike!

1.o:A

•Compact
•Easy to Carry

$499

EW DELUXE

Use Rose's Loy-Away,

HOT COMBTM

Its Fast, Convenient!

Oryer/Styler

01
.40
0

6
64

5.

ar.

STEAM

Reg. '39.94

•

'3496

landmieicAse

AND

DRY IRON
Reg.
59.97

• Switches from steam to dry at push at
the button.
• Extra high lift cord
• Ironing temperature set automatically •
• Easy to fill spout

$8"
:MAKE UP MIRROR
by Clairol

SENIOR STARS
MOSCOW (UPI)—All
the
'stars of a planned documentary
:.-feature film will be more than
100 years old, the Communist
party newspaper Pravda said
'today.
Movie producers in the North
• Caucasus, which claims the
highest percentage of centenarians in the world, will film the
daily lives and philosophies of,
• among others, 130-year-old Ma. gornet Machigov and 123-year'old Arsie Lsakov, Pravda said.

jeep

Ii

"MSS

WARM FLUFFY

COMBAT "SET

BLANKET

•Rugged,
Durable Plastic
•Has Jeep,
Trailer, Gun,
Spotlight

Warmth without weight!

Reg. 53.97

Reg. '11.87
Realistic
Action Play!

4-Way Light Selector

Reg. '17.94

ELECTRIC
HEATER
•Fan

•Automatic Thermostat

l
ift.Wink

— man I um::

You talk, she answerseven says
-I Love You Mommy'
REG. '12.91
r
t
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p
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•Instant Heat

Reg. '10.92

SMARTY
PANTS DOLL

$338

cAy

40
•.

$1644

Electrically heated air from the comb-blower puts
zowlicks and unruly waves where they belong, to
itav. Gives hair more body. 2 combs, brush snap into
lightweight power handle. Easy to use with detachable cord and high-low temperature selector. In deluxe travel wallet, a gift he'll use .. dnd use

$ 14
97

TRUE TO LIGHT

4

, WELL-PLACED KICK
' DOUGLAS, Isle of Man
'_v(UPI)—Paula Hope, 3, kicked
her 5-year-old sister Leslie in
the nose and promptly straightened out Lesley's big problem—
her crooked nose.
The youngster had knocked
S' the main bone in her nose
sideways in a fall a month ago.
#' Doctors told her parents it was
not broken but they could do
nothing for the time being
iv But then the sisters had a
playful tussle and the nose
‘i clicked beck into place. ."Lesley
4 didn't even cry," Mrs. Hope
said .
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CHILD S

CRICKET
ROCKER
•Maple Finish

JOHNNY WEST

•V

Harowuud

COVERED WAGON
with Horses & Harness

CHILD'S TABLE & CHAIR SET
Sturdy Construction

Large Table & 4 Chairs

34- Long Complete
by MARX

$594

5.

•Print Cushions
Any little girl

•
j „

would love this!

Reg.
16.96
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96
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By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
The U.S. Supreme Court recently ruled that laws can constitutionally deny public employes the right to strike. But
public employes make up almost one-fifth of the total labor
force. Doesn't the court's
ruling make peons of employes? The strike was their
means of bargaining.
Steven,,W.
Dear Steven:
Government can justly forbid
all strikes provided that it supplies some other means by
which labor can be adequately
assured of getting fair treatment train management.
The right to strike is like the
right to war. It is the last-resort
means of obtaining justice. It
does not insure justice, but only
that the strongest will win. As
war should never be tolerated
between cities of the same
country so strikes should not be

Chicago, IlL —A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but -do not understand
words has been announced by
Be'tone.A won-operating model
of the smallest BeRorie aid ever
- made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
• advertisement.
Try it to see how it ii worn
in the privacy of your own
, home without cost or obligation
r of any kind. It's yours to keep,
; free, It weighs less than a third
t of an ounce, and it's all at ear
i level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
t suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. 5200, Bettone Electronics Corp., 4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.

I

tolerated as long as there is an
authority present able to impose a just, binding arbitration
of the dispute.
Hence, unless some redress
is given public employes
against unfair labor terms, the
law is lacking.
Dear Father Lester:
My roommate is growing
marijuana in his side of the
apartment. Must I cop-out on
him?
Dear No Stoolie:
Either that, or there may be
a cop in to take you out.
Dear Father Lester:
I recently read an article in a
weekly magazine on how anger
is being misused today. It said
the "characteristic emotion" of
this period in our history was
surely "the mask of cracked
civility, the furious heart beneath."
So many people in the newspapers, radio and television
seem to be spouting out torrents of anger.
When is anger justifiable?
Surely not as often as we hear it
nowadays.
Dear Jessica:
Man has a right to be angry
at injuctice. In fact, he should
be angry. If he is not, then he
lacks love for justice and is
willing to tolerate injustice.
The man who does not get
angry when the need arises
may be thought to be "civil,"
"sweet," "nice," "friendly"
—hut he lacks the stuff that
makes him a man: he is a donothing, a peace-at-any-price
person who opens the doors and
lays out the red carpet for the
oppressors. The man who
nver rises in anger will have
no enemies; but that is not to
his credit because any man
who stands up for justice cannot but make enemies. To have
such enemies is a badge of honor.
Anger is unjust when it lacks
true cause, when no actual injustice was done or at least not
to the extent to warrant the degree of anger aroused.

By TOM CARTER
Copley News Service
SAN FRANCISCO — There
aren't many road-loving
motorcyclists in the Bay Area
who haven't been on the
legendary Sunday Morning
Ride at one time or another.
But most end up quitting it
because they have had bonecrushing accidents and gotten
scared enough to cash in their
chips.
There's no need to risk life
and limb if you don't have to.
But some feel they have to.
That's why the unofficial,
hair-raising weekly ride has
been going on 20 years. It is
only known to the cyclists and
their friends, the police who
arrest them and a dozen or
more curious people along the
route who watch the incredible
event unfold each Sunday
morning.
The Sunday Morning Ride is
actually a race. It's not an
organized race on a track, or

•
r
e. •

down a roped-off section of
highway,or over a maze of cow
trails. It is along 36 tortuous
miles of some of the most
dangerous public highway in
the nation.
The prize at the end for the
winner is breakfast. Not a free
one. You merely get the honor
of ordering first, having
arrived first.
The ride starts at the Mill
Valley city limits, just north of
the Golden Gate Bridge
Twenty or so motorcyclists and
a few of their girl friends
assemble at a local cycle shop.
These are no Hell's Angels or
itinerant, jobless nomads. They.
may be mechanics or whitecollar
workers. Several
thousand have ridden it over
the years, including doctors
and lawyers and candlestick
makers.
Newcomers don't win.
their
Regardless
of
proficiency, they are too
inexperienced. They are
cautioned by the veterans tc

ride slowly in the beginning
until they learn the circuitous
road.
Some are impatient and
invariably crash. But the showoff ambulance attendant whose
hike had oil on the front tire
five years ago has been the only
fatality thus far.
The race is to the small
bucolic town of Inverness over
State Highway 1, often called
Shoreline Highway. A section
of it is included in the state's
master plan for a series of
scenic highways.
Shoreline Highway winds up
and around majestic Mount
Tamalpais, then levels out into
woods and dairy land. On the
first nine-mile stretch to the
smoke break there are more
than 200 curves — hairpins,
banks, bridge crossings, off
camber turns. And very often
there's fog, stray animals,
falling rocks and traffic to
complicate things.
Some curves post 15-mileper-hour signs where the road

44.0.'44
WON'T GIVE UP—Leader of the legendary Sunday Morning Ride te breakfast is a man named
Bill Boyd who gave his left leg to the road five years ago and recenti broke his right one. The cyclists
are paying increasing numbers of fines but won't quit racing on 'dangerous Highway 1, north of San
Francisco.

twists between mountain rock
on one side and sheer cliffs that
plunge down to the sun-dazzled,
white-capped Pacific on the
other Even then, automobiles
can't take many over 10 m.p.h.
Fast motorcyclists average
an unbelievable 65 to 70 mph.
on the first leg as they hunker
on
down
high-powered
machines, leaning as far as
their talent and guts permit,
hoping to gain even a tenth of a
second on each curve before
they stop to soothe their nerves
at the smoke break.
For cyclists it is a
memorable road test equaling
the best anywhere, including
Europe. Several top racers
were weaned on the ride.
It is generally on the second
leg of straighter road through
dairy land where the police
wait. Cyclists average 100
mph. on it,
Michael McLean, constable
of the Northwest Marin County
Judicial District, and the
California Highway Patrol
have worked together setting
roadblocks and even using
helicopters as spotters.
But McLean often works
alone using a camera to
photograph the cyclists as they
come around a blind corner,
usually crossing the white line,
the most common offense.
The pictures aid him in four
out of five court cases, McLean
says.
Many have been arrested for
racing, though it is impossible
to chase and catch them.
Several won't stop when
they're flagged down. Hence
the roadblocks.
McLean began cracking
down on the cyclists when he
was appointed constable in
1967. Automobile traffic has
JOSEPHINE DILLON DIES
GLENDALE, Calif. (UPI) —
Josephine Dillon, who coached
Clark Gable in acting when he
was an unknown and then
became the first of his five
wives, is dead at the age of 87.
in a
Miss Dillon died
sanitarium following a long
illness. Funeral services will be
held Satufday in Pasadena.
She married Gable when he
was 20 and she was 36. They
were divorced after 10 years, in
1930.

know what to look out for,
doubled over the last five
says. "We know where
years. His efforts have slowed Boyd
cows are and we ride early
the ride down. Yet the cyclists the
to avoid the traffic. But we
refuse to abandon their race,
wouldn't be out here if it were
despite growing numbers of
absolutely safe. If you can't
citations.
gamble in this life, it's not
"We try to look out for their
living."
safety,- says McLean, a worth
CAMPAIGNER
THRIFTY
motorcyclist himself during
PCITSFIELD, Mass. UPI)—
World War U. "Motorcycles
right or wrong always come in Mrs. Mary Murphy, the first
second in crashes. But I think woman elected to the City
the ride will keep going for a Council since the 1940's, filed
long time to come."
the required financial stateThe leader of the rides a ment Thursday saying she
man named Bill Boyd. Five made no campaign expendiyears ago he lost his left leg tures and received no contribubelow the knee on the ride. tions.
Recently he broke his right leg
Mrs. Murphy, 99, a bookkeeracing it.
per, refused all contributions
Boyd, who has raced in and ran a campaign consisting
Europe and has been on the
of newspaper releases which
ride 14 years, says the riders
typed herself, and knocking
she
are not about to give up their
and attending rallies
doors
on
road race that has become
support her.
legendary in motorcycle cir- to get voters to
The average City Council
cles in Northern California.
"After all these years, we candidate in Pittsfield spends
about $3000n his ca

.0
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Baha'i Faith doubles strength in past year
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
ENEW YORK - One of the
t
flistest growing religious
tfidies in the United States
bases its tenets on social and
racial equality, honors the
teachings of other religions and
has as its goal the unification of
all races and creeds within a
global superstate.
Although still admittedly
small, with only about 50,000
American adherents and

w

slightly more than two million
followers throughout the world,
the Baha'i faith nearly doubled
its strength during the last year
and continues to hope and pray
for a single religion encompassing all the beliefs of East
and West,
Most of the 20,000 new
believers in Baha'i are blacks
for whom the promise of full
equality has natural appeal.
The sect also has attracted"
other minority groups - Spanish-American and American

Indians on and off reservations. and dedicated in 1953.
Young people are showing inThe delay was a natural recreasing interest in Weil, sult of the Baha'i pay-as-you-go
with clubs organized in nearly
policy of expansion. Since no
250 colleges and universities. collection plates are passed at
services and no funds are
The existence of Baha'i is solicited, adherents of
Baha'i
known across the country,
rely on spontaneous contributhanks largely to the visits by
tions for their support. They
more than 2.5 million tourists to
have a hard and fast rule that
Wilin
temple
its spectacular
all funds must come from
mette, Ill., on the shore of Lake
members only.
Michigan. Described by some
While its contribution to
as the Taj Mahal of the West,
American architecture is widethe structure was begun in 1912
ly known, what Baha'i means
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in the world of religion has
eluded most people. The faith
wkis established in 1844 by
Baha'u'ullah, the son of an
Iranian government minister,
and, like many other pioneers
in the world of the spirit, he was
imprisoned and tortured during
much of his life.
Baha'u'ullah did not consider
himself to be divine but rather
as an -educator" or "messenger.' o( God on earth. He placed
the founders and leaders of
other world religions in the
same category. Moses, Jesus,
Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster
and other founding fathers of
religious bodies were to his way
of thinking, messengers along
history's way, part of an ultimate "plan" for all to be
brought together into one religion.
As a reflection of their
founder's philosophy, members
today feel that the main
stumbling block to religious
unity has been the insistence of
every major faith that its
founder and prophet possess
some degree of exclusive authority or finality.
outset,
the
From
Baha'u'ullah accepted the

Benefits More
Popular With
Vietnam Vets

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Satellite saves
life of woman

G.I. education benefits are
more popular among Vietnam
veterans than they were amistat
veterans of the Korean Conflict.
By FRANK MACOMBER
J. G. Ratliff, Director of the
Copley News Service
AdVeterans
Louisville
ministration Regional Office,
When an American earth-orbiting satellite reaches its fifth birthsaid on his return from a three- day in December, federal space agency officials really will have
day conference with top VA of- something to celebrate.
The applications technology satellite k ATS-1) has helped to save
ficials in Washington, D.0
•
Enrollment under the GI. Bill the life of an Alaskan woman and to tring relief to another gravely
is up 39 percent over last year, ill patient - both on the same day.
ATS-1, launched in December, 1966, is whirling around the earth,
Ratliff said, and VA officials are
exploring new ways to expand it a sort of switchboard in the sky as part of an Alaskan space communications experiment. The National Aeronautics and Space
even more.
far the state of
The Director met with Ad- Administration agreed to conduct the experiment
National Center for Biomedical ComHill
lister
the
and
Alaska
ministrator of Veterans Affairs
of the Health, Education and Welfare
Donald E. Johnson and his Chief munications, a subsidiary
Department.
Benefits Director Olney B. Owen,
During a recent routine educational program in which doctors
November 3, 4, and 5, at
were instructing medical aides in remote Alaskan villages via the
Washington's Sheraton Park
satellite, two emergency medical cases were nepos ted, A nurse in Hotel in meetings that brought
the village of Chalkyitsik in northeastern Alaska was attending a
together the directors of VA's 52 pregnant woman who was hemorrhaging severely.
regional offices, 165 hospitals and
In the other case, a woman was stricken with an appendicitis
6 independent outpatient clinics. attack in Anatuvuk Pass in the north central part of the state.
More than 2.7 million veterans
Through the satellite, Dr . Michael Carrol of the District Medical
and servicemen already have Center, Tanana, Alaska, beamed instructions to the nurse in
used the current G,I. Bill in its Challiyitsik. She stopped the hemorrhaging and the patient was
just over five years of existence, removed to Tanana for recovery.
Ratliff disclosed that he was told,
Then Dr, Carrol used the satellite to instruct an aide how to treat
and this exceeds the 2.4 million the appendicitis victim.
teachings of all other religions trainees under the 13 years the
Her pain was relieved and the patient was transferred to nearby
although he and those who suc- Korean G.I. Bill was in effect.
Fort Yukon for further treatment.
ceeded him in Baha'i leaderLater, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., which
With Veterans Administration
ship have produced their own budgets increased to a record operates the ATS-1, received this message from Robert Merritt of
scriptures and other writings to $10 9 billion for fiscal year 1972, the University of Alaska at College:
serve as the basis for the faith's the agency is deeply
"We at College, the entire villages of Anatuvuk Pass and
involved in
beliefs and practices
the doctors of Tanana Service Hospital and, most of
Challiyitsik,
programs of paramount national
The faith was introduced In interest such as decreasing all, the two patients, wish to thank those responsible for their inthe United States in 1894 and unemployment among veterans valuable assistance rendered in our time of need "
held its first convention in 1907. and providing health care and
During the early years it at- other benefits for the nation's 28.5
tracted only a scattering of ad- million veterans.
U. S. labor leaders who have been grumbling about President
herents, but with social con"Because
unemployment is Nixon's 90-day wage-price freeze to curb inflation should be told
cerns of increasing interest
greatest among veterans with the about the 40 employes of the Australian Match Manufacturing Co.
among all religious bodies, its
VA is actively at Brisbane, if they haven't heard already.
growth rate has accelerated in least education,
veterans
to take
encouraging
They turned down the offer of a wage increase, to help fight
.
recent years. '
Basically the principles of advantage of their education Australian inflation, though there is no freeze there.
If other people followed what we have done, there would be less
Baha'i are as much social as benefits io some form," the
inflation," says Mrs Una Peterson, spokesman for the workers at
religious. Like the Unitarian- Regional Office Director said.
the company where women outnumber men 2 to I.
These benefits support college
denomination,
Universalist,
"We are working for a damn good company They have stuck by
study-with
tutorial
the sect preaches the oneness level
assistance when necessary. A us and it is up to us to stick by them."
of the human race,
But an Australian Labor union official had other ideas. He said the
It believes in the basic unity veteran can draw benefits to match company workers were naive.
still
complete
and
high
school
of all religions, harmony be"While I respect the feeling& that have prompted them to turn
tween religion and science, and have full entitlement to go on to down a raise, I can't see it getting anyone very far in the inflation
the equality of men and women college, or he can learn a trade in
battle," comments Paul Clancy, boss of the local building
as "the two wings on which the a technical school or through
workesuni
on
or
job
on the farm.
bird of humankind is able to training the
But nobody at the match company paid any- attention to Clancy.
On-the-job training programs
soar." It condemns all forms of
being
in
expanded
prejudice - racial, religious, are
cooperation between VA and
class and national
Also at the root of Baha'i small businesses, and a program
preachings are compulsory in progress only two months has
education, the-development of already resulted hi 8,000 new
a universal "auxiliary" lan- programs and 12,000 new job ,
guage, the abolition of ex- slots.
tremes of wealth and poverty
Studies presented at the,
and the exaltation of work.
Conference, Ratliff said, bring
Baha'is are working toward out that education is the key
the establishment of a world factor in unemployment among
tribunal to adjudicate disputes veterans. The unemployment
between nations and toward the rate is highest among the
glorification of justice. Their veterans with the least education.
• t•
ultimate goal is universal For this reason, he said, VA has
peace.
stepped up its efforts to interest
A little book with big con- the disadvantaged in taking some
sequences on our environmental form of training. Steps include
problems has been published by predischarge counseling at
the American Association of military bases in the U. S. and
Nurserymen as a guide to in- overseas, and at least four followdividual action in ways to help up contacts with each veteran
fight environmental problems. who has not finished high school.
'It Depends on You'', a reailliele,
16-page booklet with half-ahundred tips on how each person
can help to improve our en- ,
vironznent, is available free froo
local retail nursery centel
The government has purthroughout the country, or for 25
the National Museum
chased
obtained
cents a copy may be
map at Getelectric
and
from the American Association of
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,Tome from store management
WHAT ABOUT SALARY? SECURITY?
BENEFITS? PRESTIGE?
A Rose Store manager shares in the
net profit of the store managed. thereby receiving
full reward for his talents ideas and hard work
. . .
Being on the managerial team of a fast
growing dynatnic retail organization is security itself,
however. the Rose Company has created a profit
shanng trust for loyal employees as a retirement
investment with all monetary contributions made by
the company
.
Paid vacations are according to a lib
erai schedule based on length of service 'Croup lite
and hospitalization insurance is available with the
Rose Company paying approximately one half the
premium
There is iuslifiable pride in managing
a R
s
- Rose store managers are recognized
as Cu
ss leaders
•
Why not decide on a profitable business
career for you and your family'

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Your Local

ROSES STORE
Manage,r or his Assistant
or PERSONNEL DEPT. HOSES STORES, INC
P. H.-ROSE BLDG. HENDERSON', N. C.
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Travel topics

SMALL FARM: good location;
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546,
business or future investment.
TSILMI ISIS
1302 Chestnut
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE One
SPiDelt$
mile East Murray, air
Gat Yo4r Hcme
ji Ara Poiaon DECLARING THE NEED, ,proximately 10 acres pasture.
1302 Chestnut
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
ili
Cozy
older 7 room house, modern.
Ili
IOU
11.
4
---b
*
* ITALIAN
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO
••••.k.....- --is
For appointment call 436ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- 2173.
TFC
been rapid, Trimble said. InROAC141118
By MURRAY J. BROWN
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE
creasingly, too, he added, housCarry Germs
UPI Travel Editor
CITY OF MURRAY, KENing manufacturers are spending
*Reg. 69' each
TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY THREE BEDROOM brick, bath
VOSS,Norway(UPI)- With time and effort on design. They
heat
central
carpeted,
/
1
2
,
and
*YOU SAVE 39`* WITH MIS COUPON
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
its fjords, mountains, glaciers,
beginning to realize that,
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH and air, fenced in back yard. waterfalls and other natural are
often, a little extra effort can
p.m.
5:00
after
753-4516
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Phone
wonders, Norway has to rate lift a design out of the ordinary
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN- N15C
high among the most beautiful and mediocre into the stimuSTORM WINDOWS, $8.95 each.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
NEX.
countries of Europe, if not the lating and exciting.
Phone 753-2381.
N16C GoBese
Tablets & E-Vap "water
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE NEW TWO bedroom duplex world.
They are beginning, too, to
pills". Holland Drug Store. N17P
I sampled some of its scenic follow their products off the
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE apartment, central heat and air,
VERY RARE spotted Poodles,
Low
carpeting.
wall
down
to
wall
spectaculars
on
a two-day tour assembly line to the site and to
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
CITY OF MURRAY, KENAKC registered, tiny Toy
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a
payment with assumable loan. from Oslo into the picture-post- make sure they are utilized in
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
a
day
Poodles, white with black spots. whirl
the
year
round
.
Winter
Summer
and
after cleaning carpets with
Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C card country of western Nor- a way to take advantage of their
Also one solid white 6 weeks old Blue
way.
Lustre. Rent electric
CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
SECTION I: That it is needful,
full "livability" potential. Inand deworrned. Special price,
Voss lies in the heart of the creasingly, Trimble said, indusshampooer $1 Murray Home &
NEW CONCORD-Valentinenecessary
and
desirable
that
the
855.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 Auto Store.
N20C
following described lands lying Mt. Carmel Road. Good two fjord district, about two hours trialized builders are concerned
p.m.
N15C
adjacent and contiguous to the bedroom house, good well and from Bergen and five hours with planning for people.
and
from Oslo by train. A popular "Land planning, land design,
SEVEN MONTH old electric
present boundary limits of the one acre of land. Only $7,500.00.
1966 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', air
year-round resort with top- and preservation of the earth's
Concord-On
New
Hwy.
444
guitar,
City
of
Murray,
Kentucky,
GibsonES
be
335TDC. Retail
conditioned, with or without
rated hotels, it is also accessible badly-abused resources are as
only
a
short
distance
from
annexed to said City of Murray,
washer and dryer. Completely price, $600.00, will sell for much
by road during the summer
100 S 13th Street
Kentucky, and become a part shopping, five bedroom house, months and serves as a major important as architectural deMurray, Ky.
furnished. Excellent condition. less. Excellent condition. /Custom
sign
. in assuring the livability of
brick construction, large lot for
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
thereof, to-wit:
base for sightseeing tours of the a home,school, office building,
Available immediately. Phone amplifier, fantastic condition.
only
$10,500.00.
Two
12 J.D. Lansin speakers.
Beginning at a point on the
area. It's one of Norway's out- institution-or any other type
435-4892.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
N15C
Phone 436-2266.
southwest corner of North 18th Almo-On Hwy. 641 North a standing ski centers the rest of
TFC
of building . . .
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
Street and College Farm Road; nice two bedroom house, gas the year.
Virtually without exception,
60 FEEDER PIGS. Phone 753heat,
11
/
2
acres
of
land.
Just
thence
a
point
west to
on the
American football buffs Trimble said, those in the inMembe Chamber of Commerce
3599 after 6:00p.m.
N15C
SALES a SERVICE
$9,500.00.
should know that Knute Rock- dustrialized housing field are
northeast corner of Carl Poyner
property; thence south to a point Hazel-Four bedroom house, ne of Notre Dame gridiron spending time researching the
8-Track Tape Player
TWO COAL oil heaters, two
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back CARROLL'S PLUMBING ,&
on the southwest corner of paneled rooms, carpeting in the fame was born here. There's a matter of cost for, to realize :
refrigerators, two couches, two
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
LEACH'S
MUSIC
&
TV
Meadow Wood Subdivision; living room, gas heat, new 20x meinorial marker near the rail- full potential, industrialized
stoves, one gas, one electric. One
5933.
N24C 489-2295.
MOP thence east to a point on North 50 garage building, pecan trees, way station to remind you.
housing must achieve the savdresser, one chest of drawers, Dixieland Shopping Center
The train ride from Oslo was ings which have been promised.
18th Street; thence north with nice garden area on one acre of
one full size bed, one 1940 Ford
North 18th Street to the point of land. This property for only in itself a memorable experi- It will not be enough to repropickup. Must sell. Make offer. 506 GOOD HOSPITAL bed and
ence. It was a comfortable, en- duce today's house at today's
$7,500.00.
beginning.
Vine, 753-2858.
N15P mattress. Will sell for $60.00.
Member of Multiple Listing joyable trip mostly through cost, if all who need housing
the
That
it
is
II:
SECTION
Phone 436-5400.
N 19P
virtually unspoiled country- are to have it.
intention of City of Murray, Service
snow -topped mountains, blueONE APARTMENT size gas
to
Kentucky,
annex
to
City
of
hued glaciers, frozen lakes,
stove, like,pew. Phone 753-6128 1968 VICEROY MOBILE home,
Murray, Kentucky, so as to Claude L Miller. Real Estate heavyforests-and
- DIRECT SERVICE 12'x45', two bedrooms, washer
once in a
after 4:30p.m. or on Satur753-5064
part
become
a
thereof, the
while a solitary hut in the disLOUISVILLE. KY.
day
Ph. 637-2778
N15P and dryer. Phone 753-9543 TFC
418
Main
Street
753-3059
territory described in SECTION I
John C. Neubauer, Associate tance and a hamlet nestling
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
hereof.
Royal,
vented,
HEATER,
GAS
close to the rail line.
12
NEW 1 ORK It Pl) -- A
GAUGE
AUTOMATIC
Broker
753-7531.
N15C
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
The Bergen-Oslo electrified consortium of three Episcopal-. 4.
shotgun,
ventilated
NASHVILLE,
TENN.
rib, 75,000 BTU. Excellent condition,
256-5847
Ph.
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF
the
railway
$50.00.
Math,
906
is
753West
only
permanent
ian seminaries has been formed
polychoke. 16 Gauge double
LAKE VIEW cabin on Center year-round land link between "to establish common
OCTOBER, 1971.
N16C
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 4 36-5332
policies,
barrel and 22 caliber Marlin lever 5750
Ridge.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
Modern, two bedroom. eastern and western Norway-a standards and practices, and to
action rifle. Phone 753-6862. N15C
READING ON THE 11 DAY OF Phone Mayfield,502-247brochure notes there are about carry them out to their utmost
MOTOROLA
STEREO, 2
5737.
NOVEMBER.
N2OP 200 tunnels, 18 mile* of snow- practicable extent,"
speakers, in good shape. If inFOR RENT
sheds and 300 bridges along its
Provisions of the agreement
terested phone 753-8679.
N16P BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
COMMON COUNCIL,
300-mile route. Oslo and Nor- range from exchanges of faculty
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
NOTICE
topsoil phone Hardin 354_8569 or NEW TWO bedroom duplex, waa.
way also are linked, however, and students in the cumin
CITY OF MURRAY,
BEAUTIFUL QUILTS, hand:
by excellent air services, both school term to forming of a
D7C to wall carpet with central heat
made. Different patterns. Some 354-8161 after 6:00 pin.
- and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
being major terminals for Scan- corporate entity in anticipation
KENTUCKY
appliqued. Phone 753-6896. N16P
U.S. SIRLOIN STEAK/ dinavian
Airlines Systems(SAS). that all functions of the semiTFC
WILL DO Interior Painting. 753-7850.
23-1/16X35"
Prime Special Tue. & Wed.
Highlights of Voss include naries may be merged at some
N16C`
By
753-3484.
Holmes
Phone
Ellis,
Mayor
WARM MORNING stove with
the aura of St. Michael, built future time.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
with combination saladCity of Murray, Ky.
.009 Thick
jacket, used one season. Phone WILL DO baby-sitting in my living room, kitchen, bathroom
in the 13th Century and the
choice of 1000 Island, French
The Episcopal Consortium .
N16P home, located in Almo area. with shower and bath. One or two
oldest stone church in Norway. for Theological Education in
These plates are perfect 498-8601.
of Blue Cheese dressingATTEST:
The octagonal spire is built of the Northeast comprises three ;
N15C bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartPhone 753-7636.
french fries, home fries, or
for siding or roofing
heavy timbers joined by wood- non-profit schools: Episcopal.
USED G.E. Refrigerator,
ments, South 16th Street. Phone Stanford Andrus, Clerk
baked potato with sour cream
coppertone
in
excellent
N16C
services.
condition.
dozer
OR
BACKHOE
753-6609.
or
butter
with
Triangles
own
en pegs, the walls are up to Theological School, Cambridge;,1
barns, for placing around
City of Murray, Ky
N24C
Phone 753-8376 for more in- Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
hot home baked rolls or
7112 feet thick and the interior Maas.; Philadelphia Divinitk1
bottom of mobile homes formation.
TFC
N17C 753-9807.
Grecian bread
is a virtual treasure trove of School, and The General Theo;..",„1
FURNISHED APARTMENT in FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
ancient
church art and other re- logical Seminary, New York
to keep out the wind
1.79 & '2.49
unfurnished house in Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
The announcement was made,.
LIKE NEW Maytag porta washer FOR GARDEN breaking and Murray;
ligious artifacts.
Farmington
382Phone
Hazel.
Triangle Inn s,24thgsr
and snow, and for many and porta dryer, ( avocado),
Voss also boasts the Finne- jointly by their deans, the Very
N15C
753-8072.
N17C
blade work,phone
=99.
loft, built 700 years ago and the Reverends Harvey H. Guthrie,
$165.00, for both. Save over
other uses such as
CARD OFTHANKS
oldest wooden building in the Jr., Cambridge; Edward G.
-BLUE MARLIN
8125.00. Phone 753-2700.
N20C
"building out".
country, and the crudely-fash- Harris, Philadelphia,.and Samer-POR ALL your home additions, BRICK DUPLEX,two bedroorps,
CLUB
conditioned, electric heat,
We wish to express our sincere ioned stone Cross of St. Olav, di. Wylie, New York.,
GOOD USED frost free alterations, remodeling, etc. air
Wed.
Night
mice or rats.
ceramic tile bath with shower.
Dean Wylie said its organizathanks to all of the friends and believed erected in the llth
refrigerator, double doors. Free Estimates. Phone 753THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS neighbors for the kindness shown Century when the people of tional coats were underwritten
$100.00 per month. Phone 753- 'E
TFC
'6123.
Appliance,
South
118
&
Dunn's
TV
25 each
8-12
f12-Itp
by a grant from The Episcopal
N17C
13931.
during the sickness and death of Voss adopted Christianity.
12th Street. Free parking in rear
Church Foundation, a national
A
Call at
favorite
winter
our
loved
one,
George
resort
Jones.
for
For
N17C
of store.
HELP WANTED
laymen's organization that sup'TWO BEDROOM mobile home, ,MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low the flowers and food brought, to Americans and Europeans, Voss
Ledger & Times
ports the work of the Church.
WANTED: LADY to cook for two one mile from city limits. A nice rates. Broad coverage. Excellent Dr. Ross and Dr. Hutson to the has the longest downhill ski
Immediate effects of the.
MAN'S BLACK vinyl recliner, people. No housework. Write to quiet
beautiful place to live. claim service. When you see rfie nurses and hospital staff. May slope in Norway and excellent agreement,
103 N. 4th St.
he said, will be the",'.
N17C P.O. Box 42, Murray, Kencross-country
$15.00. Phone 753-0684.
trails.
There
are
God's
richest
blessing
be
N15P
with
Phone 753-5109.
don't think of Insurance, but
inauguration
of "modest" ex;-::
Murray, Ky.
cable
cars
and
chair
lifts
and
N15C
tucky.
when you think of Insurance see each of you.
other facilities for skiers and change programs involving.:
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
Mrs.
Jones,
Owen,
Onida
NEW MOBILE home, all elec- me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
faculty and students. "Each;
theorwe areu
bunnies.
kingl,n he nsummer,
and Stepdaughters.
1TNC an
PORTABLE 7IG ZAG sewing to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
tric, on private lot. South 16th Insurance and Real Estate
of the schools has outstandini:
$1.
shampooer
Big
electric
ATTRACTIVE
POSITION.
Good
hiking,
fishing, hunt- professors in various fields,"
machine,$75.00. Phone 753D2C
street Extended. Phone 753-4534 Agency. Phone 753-5842.
ing,
appearance,
N20C
personality
and
sightseeing and other acti- said. "By adjusting their
7368.
N15C K.
Is115F,
after 5:00p.m.
course
vities.
ready to accept position for part
loads so that they may teach at
Representative
SBA
Fora
Serside
&
ELECTROLUX
SALES
immediately.
Optrip
work
we
time
took
a
bum
all three locations, we will give:
ARC REGISTERED Irish Setter BELTONE FACTORY fresh
APARTMENT
to Gudvangen to catch the
advancement. FURNISHED
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
instant added strength to each
N15C hearing aid batteries for all make portunity for
Pups. Phone 436-2437.
three rooms with private bath
To
Be
In
Paducah
steamer
for
a
ride through an faculty... A start in student
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N17C Average $7.00 per hour. Set your and entrance. Short distance tc Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC A representative of the Small arm of the Sogne Fjord, which interchange is being made this
mington, Kentucky.
own hours. Nationally known
campus. Low rent. Phone 753139
BULL,
CHAROLIAS
cuts up to 110 miles inland semester,
company. To request interview
he . said, permitting
Business Administration will be from the sea on
N15P
Charollas cows, 124 Charollas DON'T merely brighten carpets. for local position write fully to 5921.
the west coast. students to choose their study
rapid
them..
Lustre
.no
at
Blue
that
.
.
Agency's
part-time
office
heifers. Some cows and heifers
At
Gudvangrn,
we
give
will
Homes
boarded
BILL'S MOBILE
Gordon H. Sather, Box 7708,
locations.
in the City Hall on the First the fiord steamer for the
TWO BEDROOM apartment for
have calves. Will sell any number moiling. Rent shampooer $1.
voylowest prices, biggest
"More important, perhaps,
N20C Louisville, Kentucky 40207. N15C four boys or four girls. Air con- you the
Floor,
Paducah,
Kentucky,
on
age
to
of head you want. Phone Estes Begley's Drug Store.
Flarn. The ferry glided than the specifics, is
trades, lowest down payment,
the fact
Nov.
18,
as
announced
by
R.
B.
smoothly through the narrow that the three
ditioned, furnished, water fur- and longest terms possible. Bill's
Stockyards, West Vienna, Ill.,
seminaries now
EXPERIENCED CUTTERS, nished. Phone 753-9741.
N18C Mobile Homes, 3900 South Blankenship, SBA District waterway, flanked by almost. have a meeting ground
618-658-7203, Nights phone 618on
Director. The office, operated on bare cliffs which rise almost
N17C PENTA TREATED lumber. markers and spreaders needed
658-5856. which to discuss issues, plan
BeRline Highway, Pa&u115,
Resistant to rot and termites. for Garment Manufacturing AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1,
a semi-monthly basis every first straight out of the water.Scores
NI7C
together for the future and
Kentucky
and third Thursday, will be open of waterfalls tumbled down make
Ideal for boat docks and any Plant in Murray, Kentucky. two bedroom duplex with central
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
co-ordinated operating
the sides of mountains still
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
weather exposed use Murray Apply at Standard Textile Co., heat and air, fully carpeted, with
decisions,- Ltrati Wylie tonAbout seven feet long, glass all
wearing
wreathes
of
In
order
Lumber Co., Maple Street, Ill East Poplar Street, Murray, outlets for washer and dryer.
to
determine
snow.
credit
eluded. "We feel that the conAUTOS FOR SALE
around the front, sides and top.
The ferry stopped at several
TTC Kentucky or phone 502-753and eligibility requirements for
Murray,Ky.
N18C
Phone 753-9741.
sortium could mark the start
Closed in back with sliding
§ordside
villages to load or dis- of a new era in theological
N19C
4161.
1968 FORD fairlane Fastback, SBA loan programs, it is
wooden doors. Best offer. See at
embark passengers, freight and
unwind with
RELAX AND
education.REAL NICE 10' wide two excellent condition. Phone 753- suggested that the businessmen
Ledger and Times. Also have
mail. In most cases, it is their
effective GoTense tablets.
N18C bring with them a recent only
bedroom trailer. Private lot. 2411.
four modern display islands safe,
REFINERY
TEXAS
CORP.
link
with
the
outside
financial statement or balance
Only $.98 Holland Drug
Married "couple. $60.00 per
made of metal in green abd white
N17P offers opportunity for high in- month. Phone 753-4481.
sheet of the business and a profit world.
Store.
Tax tips
I
7C
N
rrith adjustable shelves. N3ONC
The
come PLUS regular cash and
final leg of the tour was
1966 BUICK LaSABRE four door and loss statement for the by train
vacation bonuses, abundant
from Flam. Going up OahusneseIi
FROM WALL TO wall, no soil at
RIDING HORSES kept on my sedan, full power and air, good previous full year. This in- it takes AS minutes to cover
WASHINGTON (UPI) benefits
to
mature
fringe
man
in
the
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
/962 formation pertains to established 121 miles to
The National Association of
Murray, Ky. area. Regardless of farm. Plenty of good pasture and rubber, good condition. Also
Myrdsl-it
takes
THE
electric
businesses.
new
However,
Rent
anyone
Lustre.
longer going down because of Real Estate Boards says that to
experience, air mail A. K. Pate, clean water. Good warm stables Chevrolet 34 tan flat bed Phone
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
N16C interested in establishing a new the almost constant braking qualify for tax postponement
HAIRDRESSER
and stalls to stay in. For more 753-1408.
Pres.,
Texas
Refinery
Box
Corp.,
business is encouraged to consult necessary during
Home of "The Wishing
infornuitien phone 753-2521 NIX
the descent on any profits from the sale of
7513530
with this representative as well from about 2,800
N17C 711, Fort Worth, Texas
Well."
feet to near your house, you must buy
76101.
N18P
1971 DODGE DEMON 318, V8, as other businessmen who are in sea level. The track winds back another house not more than
THANKSGIVING
,
WANT TO BUY
of financial advice or and forth through the valley, one' year before or one year
power steering, power disc need
WANTED TO- REND
PERMANENT SPECIAL
WHAT DO you want for
brakes, AM-FM radio, custom assistance.
through tunnels cut inside living after you have sold.
WANT
and
TO BUY; logs
115 00 Permanent
WANT TO Rent or lease, farm Christmas' You can have it. Just
In addition to an SBA loan rock. Frequent halts are made
Also you must pay at least
factory
wheels,
top,
9,000
vinyl
land. Phone 753-8090 after 500 become an Avon Representative. standing timber. Also have for miles. Perfect condition and representative, there will be a to allow clorieup views of the as much or more for a new
Now ;12.50
sawdust
sale
lumber
and
Earnings
pile
because
up
quickly
N19C
SCORE(Service Corps of Retired spectacular scenery, including house as you got for the old. If
priced to sell. Phone 753From Monday, Nov. 13 p.m.
everyone appreciates the ease Murray Saw Mill and Lumber ('o. 1257.
Executives) Counselor available the breathtaking Kjoefossen you are building a new home
N16C
TFC
and convenience of shopping the Phone 753-4147.
Yi through Thanksgiving
to Wit with small business waterfall, which is hundreds-of instead of buying an existing
STUDENT WISHES to .rent Avon way. Call now after 7.p.m.
inquirers. SCORE represen- industnalized building, general- one, you have 18 Months in
urtha
na_ collect 365-9424 or write Mrs. WA,N1"TO BUY straw in large or 1961 COMET,$100.00.1957 Dodge tatives in the Paducah area are lydonot meet minimum FHA which to move into your new
phndnp
n,
cielth
:.tini
e f°/. cm
art
g a,,,,..
12'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like rh_
home to qualify for this tax
•- Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2 small amounts Phone 753-5167 Pickup,$50.00. Phone 492Robert E. Sachs and Ross L. Standards.
vase---''''''''''''''''''
8:00
between
753-4566
new. Phone
N2OP
deferment.
6139: ask for Steve.
Box 136A, Princeton, Ky. N20C days or 489-2189 nights
8803.
N16Nelcochra
N16C
n.
Technological
advance
has
TFC
a.m and 5-30p.m
.
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For scenic splendor
Try western Norway
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Protect Your Home!
Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

Schools linked
by Episcopalian*

Aluminum
Plates
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Paris Native Named
To Post At Martin

Fires . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
possibility of arson in a fire
that gutted a home for the
handicapped Sunday, killing two
men and a woman. Firemen
found the bodies of Michael
O'Shannon, 55, Otto White, 50,
and Lucille Maxwell, 50, in or
near their beds at the Polk
family care home. Authorities
said the victims apparently
were caught unaware by the
sudden pnslaught of flames.
One resident of the home
suffered minor injuries in the
blaze and -was treated and
released from a nearby hospital.
Damage to the home was
estimated at $20,000.
Fire spread rapidly through a
one-story home in Livermore,
Calif., claiming the lives of four
persons.

•

Director Named Man's
For Board

Survival Dressed In World News In Brief .
Green Say The Nurserymen

S

MONDAY-NOVEMBER 15, 1971

Mrs. Colemp's
Rites Held
Here Today

By United Press International
arby room for a 10-minute
UNITED NATIONS -The Chi- ivate chat.
MARTIN, Tenn. (1.1P1)-Whe,
nese Communists will deliver
Dr. Larry T. McGehee takes
Region I, Mental Health-Mental
their first address today before PASADENA, Calif.-Mariner
over as chancellor of the UniRetardation Board, Inc., is an- Man's ultimate victory in the Association of Nurserymen.
versity of Tennessee at Martin
nouncing the employment of a war against pollution and en- -Survival is dressed in green", the U.N. General Assembly, was performing perfectly in
The funeral for Mrs. Ristie
Dec. 1, the occasion will be a
Mental Retardation Director. vironmental decay is dependent Lederer said, "and Green Sur- after the completion of elabor- its second day as the first
ate greeting ceremonies. The rtificial moon of another Coleman of Hazel Route Two was
homecoming for the Yale-eduMr. Roy M. Van Horn began on this earth's green, growing vival depends on you."
formal entry of the delegation tenet. Scientists noted that the held this morning at ten o'clock
cated academician.
duties with the Mental Health- plant life, which traps dirt and
into the Assembly was sche- •ust storm now swirling around at the chapel of the BlalockThe 35-year-old current vice
Mental Retardation Center on pollution from the air, helps
duled for 10:30 a.m. EST.
president for academic affairs
October I, 1971. Mr. Van Horn's abate noise, protects the soil,
rs is dissipating. They hinted Coleman Funeral Home with
at the University of Alabama is
duties will be directed toward purifies water, contributes to the
t interesting revelations will Bro. John Dale and Bro. Thomas
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a native of nearby Paris, Tenn.
planning and implementation of beauty of our surroundings and, finalists in the Miss Kentucky SAIGON -President Nguyen take place when the storm's Fortner officiating.
Van Thieu suggested a series of end unveils the planet's surface
community programs for the above all, manufactures the Pageant last
Pallbearers were Dewey
McGehee was selected Saturspring and was
important economic reforms to the satellite's cameras.
mentally retarded. The center oxygen necessary for life itself. selected
day for the new post over more
Williams,
Brent Williams,
there
as
Miss today in a
speech to the
normally has three outlets for Flourishing plant life around us Congeniality.
than 50 other applicants.
Williams,
Grady
Eunice
legislature. The proposals were
providing mental retardation is the key to our survival. Thus S niality.as mistress
"He's a native Tennessean
Housden,
Hutson,
and
Elton
of designed to
improve the econoservices: (1) Referral to ser- members of the American
who has earned very high posiWarlick Hutson. Burial was in the
ceremonies for the third annual my,
which he said faces
vices already provided in the Association of Nurserymen have
tions and won high awards at
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry
Miss Murray State pageant in the disaster in the
wake of the US.
community; (2) affiliation with joined together under the banner
some of the nation's most
County, Tenn., with the Blalockuniversity auditorium was Senate's
foreign aid slash. Funeral services were held Coleman Funeral Home in
already existing or planned of -Green Survival" in an all-out
distinguished institutions,' UT
Robbie Lynn Halcomb of Scott- Thieu urged
a free market for Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the Max charge of the arrangements.
programs;(3) direct operation of campaign to bring the message
President Dr. Edward J. Boling
the reigning Miss Ken- the
Vietnamese piaster, drastic Churchill Funeral Home for Mrs.
needed programs that are not home to each individual that
said in announcing the appointMrs. Coleman, age 89, died
tucky. Her appearance in the tariff and
tax changes, and Lorene Farmer who died Saturday at 12:45 p.m. at the
provided.
ment at Saturday's board of
man's survival is truly dressed in pageant included several vocal
substantial pay hikes for civil Thursday morning at the Murray-Calloway County
trustees meeting.
Ms Van Horn comeito Paducah green-in green, growing plants, numbers,
servants and soldiers.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a member of
"He'll be brought back home The dead were identified as with a wide range of experience trees, shrubs, flowers and other
ounnesr up in the voting were:
Hospital.
to help us keep the Martin cam- Mrs. Linda Platt, 23, two of her in working -with the mentally plant life.
the Blood River Baptist Church.
Ginna Lawrence, Calvert City SAIGON-Seven
men were Mrs. Farmer, 75, was a She was born May 6, 1882, in
pus moving ahead toward its .1dren, Ralph, 5, and Grego- retarded. He holds a master's "Some of the answers to our big
junior, first runnerup; Nancy killed and
four others injured member of the Blood River Henry County, Tenn., and was
well-defined goal of becoming
1, and her great aunt, Mrs. degree in the field of education environmental problems have Gordon, Louisville senior, second
today when three U.S. helicop- Baptist Church and of Temple the daughter of the late John
one of the best undergraduate
Brodhal, 89.
from Illinois State University. been around us all along," said runnerup;
Lois
Drake,
universities in the United Mrs.
husband, He has worked as a teacher with Robert F. Lederer, executive Madisonville senior, third run- ters crashed near Saigon. Four Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Jefferson Hutson and Mary
Platt's
States," Boling added.
rles, 30, tried unsuccessfully the educable mentally retarded vice president of the American_ oerup; and Nancy Luther, of the fatalities and all of the Eastern Star. Her husband, Elizabeth Cooper Hutson.
injured were Americans. The Lowell Farmer, preceeded her in
McGehee succeeds Dr. Ardle to douse the flames with a (EMR), as a teacher in a state Association of Nurserymen
Survivors are Alto daughters,
Mayfield
junior, fourth runchoppers collided near the death on August 1, 1958.
Dykes, who left Martin Sept. 1 garden hose.
Mrs. Lowry (Jennie) Outland of
training school with the trainable ( AAN ).
nerup
Cambodian frontier about 60 Rev, Aubert Rose officiated at Melvindale, Mich., and Mrs.
to become chancellor of the UT The Platts' 1-month-old son, mentally retarded(TMR ), and as "The best weapon we have
Each runnerup received a $75
Knoxville campus.
Joseph, was critically burned in a high school teacher and against pollution and decay lies scholarship and a silver cup miles northwest of the capital the services and interment was in Pigord ( Rebecca) Smotherman
after they had ferried some the Murray City Cemetery. of Hayti, Mo.; one step son, J. W.
the fire and a neighbor youth, supervisor of special education in in nature's own system-in the award
South Vietnamese soldiers into Pallbearers were: Ed Thurmond, Coleman of Murray Route Four;
spending the night, was slightly a school-work program for the plant life around us," he said.
Moo
Nl Drake was chosen by her the field. Another
helicopter Jack Haynes, Charles Terrett, three sisters, Mrs. Rob (Tennie)
injured. Platt was unhurt.
retarded.
Before corning to "Trees and bushes, for example, fellow contestants as Miss
least three persons were Paducah, Mr. Van Horn was can do more to purify the air and Congeniality and was presented a crashed because of mechanical John Maunino, John Packer and Duncan, Mrs. Jess (Ruby ) Dick,
At
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killed in Portland, Maine, when Mental Retardation Coordinator catch dirt and grit from the air cup and an additional $15 for that trouble 21 miles west of Saigon. James Overbey.
and Mrs. Oren (Gobel)Simmons,
Three South Vietnamese pas- Survivors are one sister, Mrs. all of Hazel Route Two; two
assembly as did the Chinese flames ripped through a three- with Region II in Eastern Ken- than anything else you can name. doubledhonor.
m is
sengers were killed and an Riley (Minnie) Crawford, and brothers, Raymond and Guy
Nationalists, between
the story brick apartment building. tucky. He has also worked as 'They also create a pleasant sight
Miss Humphrey, who also American
crewman was in- one niece, Mrs. Ann Humphreys, Hutson of Buchanan, Tenn.;
delegates of Chile and Colombia Eight other persons who lived Administrative Director of the as well as an effective sound
as pageant chairman, jured.
both of 407 N. Fourth St., fifteen grandchildren; eithteen
in the alphabetical seating.
in the building, including one sheltered workshop in Louisville, barrier. All but the most severe and three male vocalists from the
Murray; one nephew, John great grandchildren..
He presented his credentials to man who jumped from a third Ky.
erosion problems can be solved student body at Murray State
ailing U.N. Secretary General floor window, were treated for The primary purpose for the by the proper planting of trees joined Miss Halcomb in a lively VIENNA-The sixth round of Crawford of Central City, and one
One son, Ira L. Douglass,
the Strategic Arms Limitation great nephew, Butch Humphreys preceded his mother in death on
Thant yesterdi•y in Thant's burns and smoke inhalation.
employment of the Mental and other plants," Lederer
program of special music to fill in Talks
opened today with a OF Hale's Trailer Court, Murray. April 20, 1970
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temperatures Retardation Director is to help pointed out.
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the
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the
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by Austrian President
Mich., Frans Jonas.
ambassador to Canada, met for Arthur Snow, about 80, and mentally retarded in Region I. clear that if man is going to clean Griffith,- -- Warren,
The chief execuDick Stevens, tive
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for
search
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is
the
going
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McCracken,
Graves,
Marshall,
Rantoul, Ill., senior; and Charles
tary General Thant in Thant's
success and expressed opti11th floor room at La Roy Tuttle, 24, reported missing in Calloway, Livingston, Ballard, maintain the ecological balance Tichenor, Calhoun senior.
mism on the talks' prospects.
Hospital in Manhattan. Thant is the rubble, would resume Carlisle, Hickman, and Fulton. that nature established in the Judges for the pageant were:
The heads of the two delegatoday.
beginning
between
animal
and
Bill Taylor of Louisville, musical tions
recuperating from a bleeding
It is requested that all problems
toasted each other in
peptic ulcer and may leave the Three children perished in a related to mental retardation in plant life
director for the Miss Kentucky
Melvin Lee Barnes of Murray Glen C.(Jake • McKinney of 801
"Once we all understand this Pageant; Walter Mayes of champagne and then entered a
fire at their home in St. Paul, the region
hospital today or Tuesday.
be directed to the local
Route Three expired this mor- North 18th Street, Murray,
vital,
firemen
basic
found
Minn.,
fact,
Loran
the
concept
died
Huang will be the permanent
Owensboro,chairman of the Miss
Mental Health-Mental Retarmrs.
ning at 6:30 at the Murray- suddenly Sunday at three p.m.
delegate at the U.N. and will Underwood, 5, and his brothers, dation Office, or contact Mr. Roy behind 'Green Survival' and its Owensboro Pageant; and
Calloway County Hospital.
He was stricken at home and
represent Communist China on Robert, 4, and Dean, 2, in a M. Van Horn, 308 Guthrie serious implications for our Virginia
Ostermiller
of
The deceased was 82 years of rushed by ambulance to the
world
and
for
future
bedroom.
floor
second
generations
the important Security Council.
Louisville, hostess chairmanMissA
t
and
Building, Paducah, Ky.
age and was a member of the Murray-Calloway County
becomes clear," he said. _
The victims were the children Telephone 442-7121.
For the most part, the time
board member for the
Church of Christ. He was born Hospital where he
Speaking about the Green Kentucky Pageant.
was
since
the
new
delegation of Mrs. Shirley Underwood.
December 25, 1888, in Stewart
Flames destroyed the three- Services that can be provided to Survival program, Lederer said
arrived last Thursday has been
Four Murray business firms- This oast weekend Boy Scout County, Tenn., and was the son of pronounced dead on arrival.
McKinney, age 53, had been
story Wilkes-Barre Hotel in the mentally retarded or parents the members of the AAN have
uneventful.
Kitchen, The Cherry's, Troop 77 camped at the Fort the late Murf Barnes and Martha
suffering from a heart condition
About 500 demonstrators Atlantic City, N.J., injuring V the mentally retarded stepped up their efforts to bring Enix Interiors and Scott- Donelson National Military
Park Hodge Barness.
about a much greater public Walgreen Drug
gathered outside the delega- three firemen. Police said one presently are:
CO.-served as at Dover, Tennessee. Donelson He is survived by his wife, Mrs. and had retired from the Murray
awareness
and
Division of the Tappan Company
involvement
in
pageant
underwriters.
tion's temporary headquarters fireman was killed when a floor 1. Psychological Testing and
was the scene of a fierce battle Grace Barnes of Murray Route
solving ecological and other Sparkling
at the Hotel Roosevelt Sunday, collapsed and two others were Evaluation
with poise and during the Civil War and markers Three; two daughters, Mrs. due to his ill health. He was a
environmental problems.
protesting the expulsion of treated for smoke inhalation.
confidence throughout the and plaques placed on the bat- Henry ( Alene ) Hargis, Murray, veteran of World War II and a
2. Referral to other community
"Our efforts," he explained,
No residents of the hotel were services
Nationalist China and the
competition, the new Miss tlefield explain the sequence of and Mrs. Hubert (Louise) Gibbs member of Masonic Lodge No.
"are directed to the individualadmission of the Communist injured, authorities said.
Murray State sang "Funny Girl" events as the action occurred in of Columbus, Ohio; one sister, 925 at Aurora.
3.
Individual, Family Counevery individual-to show each
He was born June 30, 1918 in
delegation.
as her talent presentation.
seling, and Planning
February of 1862.
Mrs. Jewel Nolin of Puryear,
person how he, acting on his own,
Sponsored in the pageant by The boys pitched their tents on Tenn.; one brother. V. T. Barnes Metcalf County and was the son
4. Applications for State Hospital
one
young
Chinese -a
can make a substantial impact on
Kappa Epsilon social the banks of the Cumberland of Puryear, Tenn.; seven of the late James Arthur
Tau
and School
student at Pace College on the
the overall environment
fraternity,
Miss Williams plans to River in the place where the grandchildren; six great grand- McKinney and Elizabeth Norris
Psychiatric
Services
5.
edge of New York's Chinatown
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For this reason, it was ex- continue
Mckinney.
her education upon soldier's of the Confederacy children.
6. Help with planning and im-was arrested for burning a
plained, the industry has adopted
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
graduation
next
a
to
earn
May
plementing
programs
local
bivouaced.
The troop chose Funeral services will be held Edith McKinney, 801 North 18th
small Communist Chinese flag Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.,
the theme -Green Survival. It
guidance
master's
in
degree
Education
Consultation
and
7.
to
during the 21-2 hour protest.
Donelson because of the historic Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel Street; two sons, Glen H.
an advocate of the proposal,
Depends on You," to emphasize
counseling.
Some members of the Corn- id the option of mothers to local agencies interested in the the point that the program
past and the ten mile trail around of the J. H. Churchill Funeral McKinney,1003 Coldwater Road,
is
Miss Lawrence, a voice major, the battleground.
munist delegation watched the take jobs while someone else 'mentally retarded
Home.
aimed at individuals and the
Murray and James H. McKinney
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The trail begins with a trip to Pallbearers will be E. D.
demonstration from their 14th cares for their children has
many little things each man,
Murray Route One; five step
of
Lawrence.
Sponsored
by the Visitors
R. C.
floor rooms but there were no become "recognized as a right
Center where a Barnes, Rex Barnes, Ken Wilson, sons, Gerald Jeffrey of Ledwoman and child can do to
sorority',
Omicron
social
Alpha
Pi
exchanges.
museum
of women."
and a film explaining Ron Weems, Paul Dill, and better, Franklin, Jerry, Darrell,
protect and improve our lifeshe played the piano in the talent the importance of the park are Clarence Vinson.
There was a small protest "Some women make a - let
supporting system.
and Ricky Dowdy, all of Murray;
4Gatinesttrasa-Page-1)competition.
group at Kennedy International better secretaries or business
viewed. The trail led the scouts Interment will be in the Murray two step daughters, Sharon and
Lederer pointed out that the
A drama major, Miss Gordon through the trenches and the Cemetery with the arrangements
Airport when the delegation executives then they do house- aides in the Murray-Calloway members of the nursery
Patsy of 801 North 18th Street,
industry did a modern interpretive dance
arrived from Paris, but police keepers," he said.
woodland surroundings of the by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Murray.
County Library.
have long been active in the
presentation.
talent
The
shunted the demonstrators to But Sen. Wallace F. Bennett,
rk. After completing the hike Home where friends may call.
A goal of $6,000.00 has been set battle for a clean and livable as her
The deceased is also survived
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. each boy received an attractive
another terminal out of view of R-Utah, opposing, said the for the fund drive. Some of the world, because of their
by one sister, Mrs. Gladys St.
acute Gordon is a member of the Sock
the arriving Chinese.
patch for his efforts.
proposal would grant tax relief expenses contributions will be understanding of the role of
John of Jeffersonville, Ind.; four
plant and Buskin drama club which
The rest of the time since for women who do not have to used to pay for are: To send local life in the ecological
During the campout adbrothers, Pete McKinney of
balance.
sponsored her in the pageant.
their arrival has been spent in work but take outside jobs to girls to day camp; to maintain "When we embarked
Murray, Bobby, Ernest, and
on this Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. vancements were completed in
paying courtesy calls on the 22 be able to afford new clothes or day camp equipment; cabin campaign of 'Green
hiking,
back-packing, edible
Clyde McKinney, all of Glasgow;
Survival', we
nations which cosponsored the a new car.
maintenance expenses such as put together a book called Green Drake, Miss Drake represented plants, stars, and cooking.
four
grandchildren.
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Albanian resolution, and setting
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